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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0008 1. Field of the Invention 
0009) 
website. 

This invention relates to a customer Service via a 

0010) 2. Description of Related Art 

0.011) A so-called web or an information search system 
that Searches information on the Internet using a Hypertext 
is known. In this System, content is registered onto a web 
server with the Internet Protocol (IP) and the content reg 
istered onto the Web Server is Searched at a terminal con 
nected to the Internet, using a browsing program. A location 
registering the content is called a website. In the website, 
while content containing unique information is available at 
a website and provides information to users that Searches the 
website and utilizes the content, information may be 
obtained from the users who are provided with information. 

0012 Inventors come up an idea that if content describ 
ing product information is created and information from the 
customers that purchases the product based upon informa 
tion from the content is Stored at the content, an all-new 
customer Service will be established. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0013 A method of providing an electric shop using a 
network in accordance with this invention includes a step to 
transmit information to Solicit a purchase will of merchan 
dise to a terminal of a user via a network, a step to receive 
purchase information indicative of a purchase will of the 
merchandise Sent from the terminal of the user, a step to 
calculate a quantity of Stock of the commodity in response 
to received purchase information by a computer, and a step 
to transmit information about an out-of-Stock of the mer 
chandise to the terminal of the user having transmitted 
purchase information via a network when the Stock of the 
merchandise is below a given Stock. 
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0014. According to the method, as distinct from a case 
where a status of an out-of-Stock is judged at all times during 
a Subsequent process Such as a Settlement process to be 
performed after purchase information of merchandise is 
transmitted from a terminal of a user, a Stock will not 
become out of Stock during a Settlement process through a 
terminal, So an ease-of-use electric shop can be provided for 
a SC. 

0015 Purchase information indicative of the purchase 
will may be transmitted from a terminal of a user when 
putting the commodity into an electric Shopping cart. 
0016 A method of providing an electric shop using a 
network in accordance with this invention includes a step to 
transmit information to Solicit a purchase will of merchan 
dise to a terminal of a user via a network, a step to receive 
purchase information indicative of a purchase will of the 
commodity Sent from the terminal of the user via a network, 
a step to calculate a quantity of Stock of the commodity in 
response to received purchase information by a computer, a 
Step to detect whether or not a quantity of Stock of the 
commodity becomes below a first given quantity by a 
computer and, when it is detected that a quantity of Stock of 
the commodity becomes below the first given quantity for 
the first time since a given time, a step to transmit informa 
tion indicating that a quantity of Stock of the commodity 
becomes below the given quantity to a terminal of a Stock 
manager of the merchandise via a network. 
0017. The method of providing the electric shop may let 
a computer detect whether or not a quantity of Stock of the 
commodity becomes below a Smaller Second given quantity 
than the first given quantity and every time it is detected that 
a quantity of Stock becomes below the Second given quan 
tity, information that a quantity of Stock of the commodity 
becomes below the Second given quantity may be transmit 
ted to the terminal of the Stock manager of the merchandise. 
0018 Transmission to the terminal of the stock manager 
may be executed by an electric mail. The electric Shop may 
be run on a website. 

0019. A method of providing an electric shop using a 
network in accordance with this invention includes a step to 
receive information demanding transmission of Stock man 
agement information from a terminal of a Stock manager of 
merchandise via the network, a step to transmit Stock 
management information for entering a fluctuation in a 
quantity of Stock per each commodity to a terminal of a 
Stock manager via the network, a step to receive information 
about a fluctuation in the quantity of Stock of the commodity 
from the terminal of the Stock manager via a network and a 
Step to calculate a quantity of Stock of the commodity based 
upon received information about the fluctuation in the 
quantity of Stock by a computer. According to the method, 
a fluctuation in a quantity of Stock can tell how many StockS 
are gained or reduced against a beginning Stock and a Stock 
can tell a Surplus or a short, So an electric Shop with a 
ease-of-use Stock management can be provided for a man 
ager. 

0020. A stock can be calculated by adding the received 
fluctuation in a quantity of Stock to a quantity of Stock 
preceding the received fluctuation. 
0021. The method of providing the electric shop further 
may check whether or not a Stock becomes below a first 
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given quantity and, when the Stock becomes below the first 
given quantity for the first time Since a given time, may 
transmit information indicative of a quantity of Stock of the 
commodity being reduced to a terminal of a Stock manager. 
The method of providing the electric shop further may check 
whether or not a quantity of Stock become below a Smaller 
Second given quantity than the first given quantity and every 
time the quantity of Stock becomes below the Second given 
quantity, information indicative of an out-of-Stock of the 
commodity may be transmitted to the terminal of the Stock 
manager. And also, when a Stock is below the Second given 
number, information indicative of an out-of-Stock of the 
commodity may be transmitted to a terminal of a user in 
response to information about a purchase will of the com 
modity sent from the terminal of the user. 
0022. Further, the method of providing the electric shop 
includes a step to calculate a quantity of Stock per the given 
commodity and checks whether or not a quantity of Stock 
becomes below 0 and 

0023 (1) information about commodity may be 
transmitted to a terminal of a user in response to a 
demand for information about the commodity Sent 
from the terminal of the user when a quantity of 
stock does not become below 0, and 

0024 (2) transmission of information about the 
commodity may be halted when a quantity of Stock 
becomes below 0. 

0.025 A method of providing an electric shop using a 
network in accordance with this invention includes a step to 
Store merchandise information about a plurality of com 
modities and various kinds of measures to be executed by a 
computer when a quantity of Stock of commodity becomes 
below a given quantity onto a memory, a Step to Set a 
measure per commodity out of various kinds of measures, a 
Step to Store a measure Set per commodity onto a memory by 
being corresponded to merchandise, a step to detect a 
quantity of Stock of commodity, and a Step to execute a 
measure applied to the commodity by a computer when a 
quantity of Stock of the commodity becomes below a given 
quantity. 

0026. According to the method, a measure in response to 
commodity is executed just like, for example, in a case of 
commodity that needs a time before it is re-Supplied, an 
out-of-Stock display is carried and in a case of a limited 
available number of merchandise, a Sold-out display is 
carried, So an ease-of-use electric shop for a user can be 
provided. 
0027. The measure may halt providing merchandise 
information. The measure may present information indica 
tive of an out-of-Stock together with merchandise informa 
tion. The measure may put commodity out of a target 
commodity Search. 
0028. A method of providing an electric shop that man 
ages merchandise based upon merchandise identifier infor 
mation given per commodity in accordance with this inven 
tion includes a Step to register different merchandise 
identifier information varying with a given measure to be 
taken to even identical commodity onto a memory and a step 
to manage identical commodity as different commodity 
based upon the merchandise identifier information by a 
computer. According to the method, for example, a Separate 
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management for wrapped commodity or commodity without 
a wrapping may eliminate a wasteful work like wrapping or 
unwrapping commodity. The measure may be to wrap 
commodity. The measure may be to describe a text on 
commodity. 
0029. A method of providing an electric shop using a 
network in accordance with this invention includes a step to 
transmit information for Soliciting a purchase will of com 
modity to a terminal of a user via a network, a step to receive 
purchase information indicative of a purchase will of the 
commodity Sent from a terminal of a user via the network, 
a step to calculate a quantity of Stock of the commodity in 
response to the received purchase information and, when the 
quantity of Stock of the commodity is below a given quan 
tity, a Step to transmit information advising an advance order 
for the commodity to the terminal of the user via the 
network. 

0030. According to the method, a user can place an 
advance order readily for commodity even when commodity 
the user is willing to purchase is out of Stock, So an 
ease-of-use electric Shop can be provided. And further this 
method may transmit information indicating an expected 
available date of the commodity to the terminal of the user. 
0031. A method of providing an electric shop using a 
network in accordance with this invention includes a step to 
transmit information prompting more participation in a 
lottery for a winning prize on a network to a terminal of a 
user that purchases the commodity on the electric shop, a 
Step to receive participation information Sent from the 
terminal of the user via the network, a step to carry out a 
lottery in response to the participation information by a 
computer and, when a prize is won, a step to instruct to 
deliver the commodity and the winning prize to the user at 
the same time by a computer. 
0032. According to the method, a combined delivery can 
reduce a delivery cost in comparison to a separate delivery. 
A method of providing an electric shop using a network in 
accordance with this invention includes a step to receive 
purchase information of purchasing a plurality of commodi 
ties from a Same user from a terminal of a user via the 
network, a step to judge whether or not a deliverable date of 
the plurality of commodities varies with each commodity by 
a computer and, when the deliverable date of the plurality of 
commodities varies with each commodity, a Step to transmit 
information asking if the plurality of commodities are deliv 
ered at a time or Separately to the terminal of the user via the 
network. 

0033 According to the method, a combined delivery can 
reduce a delivery cost in comparison to a separate delivery. 
0034. A method of providing an electric shop using a 
network in accordance with this invention includes a step to 
receive purchase information of purchasing a plurality of 
commodities from a Same user from a terminal of a user via 
the network, a step to judge whether or not a deliverable date 
of the plurality of commodities varies with each commodity 
by a computer and, when the deliverable date of the plurality 
of commodities varies with each commodity, a step to 
transmit information asking if a payment of the plurality of 
commodities is made at a time or Separately to the terminal 
of the user via the network. 

0035 A method of providing an electric shop using a 
network in accordance with this invention includes a step to 
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Store 3-D image data corresponding to a plurality of com 
modities onto a memory, a step to receive information of 
Selecting a first commodity and a Second commodity differ 
ent from the first commodity from a terminal of a user, a step 
to read out a first 3-D image data corresponding to the first 
commodity and a Second 3-D image data corresponding to 
the Second commodity out of the memory only when a 
combination of the first commodity and the Second com 
modity is usable, a step to process the first 3-D image data 
and the Second 3-D image data in an integrated manner So 
as to enable to use the combination of the first commodity 
and the Second commodity and a step to transmit image data 
that was processed in the integrated manner to the terminal 
of the user. 

0036). According to the method, a user can look at, for 
instance, an image that an accessory is attached to a camera 
body before purchasing commodity. And also, an electric 
shop provider can Save work and time to produce an image 
that an accessory is actually attached to a camera body. 
0037. The method may perform a process to turn against 
image data that was processed in the integrated manner in 
response to information indicative of a turn instruction Sent 
from the terminal of the user and transmit image data that 
was performed by the turn process to the terminal of the user. 
0.038 A method of providing an electric shop using a 
network in accordance with this invention includes a step to 
record information about related merchandise prepared 
every a plurality of commodities and registration informa 
tion about a plurality of users onto a memory, a step to 
authenticate a user based upon authentication information 
Sent from a terminal of a user via a network by a computer, 
a step to Search for merchandise information owned by the 
user out of registration information of an authenticated user 
by a computer, a step to Search for related merchandise in 
relation to merchandise the user owns by a computer and a 
Step to transmit information about related merchandise in 
relation to merchandise the user owns to the terminal of the 
user via a network. 

0.039 According to the method, there is no further pur 
chase recommendation against merchandise a user has 
already owned and, on top pf that, related merchandise Such 
as an accessory is automatically introduced without a user's 
Search, So a convenient electric shop for a user can be 
provided. And further, the method may transmit information 
about related merchandise in relation to this merchandise in 
response to purchase information indicative of a purchase 
will of merchandise sent from the terminal of the user to the 
terminal of the user. 

0040. A method of searching a plurality of content reg 
istered on a website in accordance with this invention 
includes a step to Search for a Search text or a Search 
character String Sent from a client on a plurality of content 
respectively, a step to classify information indicative of a 
registration location of a retrieved text or character String per 
each of content, a Step to rearrange information classified per 
each of the content, a step to extract a given number of 
information in high order per each of content with regard to 
rearranged information classified per each of the content and 
a step to transmit extracted information to the client. 
0041 According to the method, for instance, even when 
Specific content has many hits, as a given number of hits are 
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displayed, it doesn’t occur that a display Screen becomes full 
as a result of a Search on Specific content. Thus, full details 
of hits on all of content can be checked without a scroll. The 
given number may be determined per each of the content. 
0042. A method of searching a plurality of content reg 
istered onto a website in accordance with this invention 
includes a Step to regard a text or a character String as a 
Search text or a Search character String when a text or a 
character String related to a provider of the content is 
included in information for creating a page Screen to be sent 
to a client, a step to Search for the Search text or the Search 
character String on the content respectively in response to 
information indicative of a Search instruction, a Step to 
classify information indicative of a registration location of a 
retrieved Search text or character String per each of content 
a step to rearrange information classified per each of the 
content, a step to extract a given number of information in 
high order per each of content with regard to rearranged 
information classified per each of the content and a step to 
transmit extracted information to the client. 

0043. According to the method, a client is not required to 
take the trouble to enter a Search text or a Search character 
String, So an ease-of-use website Search for a client can be 
provided. A method of Searching a plurality of content 
registered onto a website in accordance with this invention 
includes a step to include information about a Search text or 
a Search character String in advance into information for 
creating a page Screen to be transmitted to a client, a step to 
Search for the Search text and a step to transmit the Search 
character String on each of a plurality of the content in 
response to information indicative of a Search instruction 
from the client, a Step to classify information indicative of 
a registration location of a retrieved text or character String 
per each of content, a step to rearrange information classified 
per each of the content, a step to extract a given number of 
information in high order per each of content with regard to 
rearranged information classified per each of the content and 
a step to transmit extracted information to the client. 
0044 According to the method, a client is not required to 
take the trouble to enter a Search text or a Search character 
String, So an ease-of-use website Search for a client can be 
provided. Information about the Search text or the Search 
character String may be created in relation to content of the 
page Screen and included into information for creating the 
page Screen. A method of Searching a plurality of content 
registered onto a website in accordance with this invention 
includes a step to Search for a Search text and a Search 
character String Sent from a user on each of a plurality of the 
content respectively, a step to classify information indicative 
of a registration location of a retrieved text or character 
String per each of content and a step to transmit the classified 
information to the user. 

0045 According to the method, a search result is classi 
fied per each of content, So information is more understand 
able in comparison to non-classified information. And fur 
ther the method may select content to be searched for out of 
a plurality of the content. In this case, the method may 
determine a given number in response to a number of Search 
content, extract and transmit a given number of information 
per each of Selected content to the user. 
0046. A method of searching a plurality of pages in 
accordance with this invention includes a Step to provide a 
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Start device to command a Search on a given page, a step to 
receive a Signal indicative of the Start device being turned on 
by the user, a step to Search for a page related to the given 
page in response to the Signal reception and a step to 
transmit a Search result to the user. 

0047 The method of searching a plurality of pages may 
Set a text or a character String as a Search keyword in 
advance in the given page. In this case, a given description 
may be performed in advance in the page So as to enable to 
Specify a text or a character String of a Search keyword. 

0.048 And further, the page may be written in HTML and 
a text or a character String of a Search keyword may be 
caught between given tags. 

0049. The method of searching a plurality of pages may 
Search for a predetermined point in the given page as a 
Search keyword. The predetermined point may be a title in 
the given page. The given page may be written in HTML and 
a text or a character String in the given page may be caught 
between given tags. A method of providing an electric 
bulletin board carrying an article Sent from a user in accor 
dance with this invention includes a step to make an article 
in the electric bulletin board classifiable per a plurality of 
categories in order to enable an article to be browsed per a 
category and a step Store the classifiable article per the 
plurality of categories onto a memory, a step to make image 
data in an electric album classifiable per a plurality of Same 
categories as those in the electric bulletin board in order to 
enable image data to be browsed per a category and a step 
to Store the classifiable image data onto a memory, a step to 
receive an instruction to browse an article falling under the 
given category in the electric bulletin board Sent from a 
terminal of a use via a network and a Step to transmit bulletin 
board information added by article information classified 
into a category as per instructed and album information in 
order to enable image data in a same category as per 
instructed to be browsed to a terminal of a user via a 
network. 

0050. According to the method, for instance, when a user 
wants to know about an image in an electric album, a 
bulletin board carrying an article related to this image can be 
found out Soon, a convenient electric bulletin board can be 
provided. The category may classify the article and the 
image data per an area on a map. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0051 FIG. 1 represents an overall configuration of a 
website registering content for use at the website. 

0.052 FIG. 2 represents a site map. 

0053) 
0.054 FIG. 4 represents a top page screen of a category 
of all-new information. 

FIG. 3 represents a top page Screen of a web. 

0.055 FIG. 5 represents a top page screen of a category 
of a community. 

0056 FIG. 6 represents an input screen for product 
information. 

0057 FIG. 7 represents an input screen for customer 
information. 
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0058 FIG. 8 represents a screen for filling in a question 
naire. 

0059 FIG. 9 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
questionnaire is processed. 

0060) 
0061 FIG. 11 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
Screen creation of a gift Selection is processed. 

FIG. 10 represents a screen for a gift selection. 

0062 FIG. 12 represents a screen introducing a flyer. 
0063) 
location. 

0064 FIG. 13(b) represents a screen notifying addition 
of a point. 

FIG. 13(a) represents a screen notifying delivery 

0065 FIG. 14 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
Screen creation for inducing a membership registration is 
processed. 
0066 FIG. 15 represents a screen notifying a reception 
of a gift order and displaying a message to induce a 
membership registration. 

0067 FIG. 16 represents a screen for a membership 
authentication. 

0068 FIG. 17 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
registration renewal is processed. 

0069 FIG. 18 represents a screen for a customer infor 
mation update. 

0070) 
tication. 

0071 FIG. 20 represents a flow chart explaining how an 
extension of a warranty period is processed. 

FIG. 19 represents a screen for a customer authen 

0072 FIG. 21 represents a top page screen of an on-line 
Shop category. 

0073) 
0074 FIG. 23 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
polygon image is processed. 

FIG. 22 represents an item Selection Screen. 

0075 FIG. 24 represents a composite image of a camera 
body and an interchangeable lens. 

0076 FIG. 25 represents an introduction screen of a 
recommendation product. 
0077 FIG. 26 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
proposal of a recommendation product is processed. 
0078 FIG. 27 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
proposal of a recommendation product is processed. 
007.9 FIG. 28 represents a management screen for com 
modities information. 

0080 FIG. 29 represents a flow chart explaining an 
inventory process. 

0081 FIG. 30 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
display of an out-of-Stock is processed. 
0082 FIG. 31 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
delivery instruction is processed. 

0.083 FIG. 32(a) represents a lottery screen. 
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0084 FIG.32(b) represents a display screen of announc 
ing a lottery winning of a camera and displaying a delivery 
location Selection button. 

0085 FIG. 33 represents a confirmation screen of a 
delivery location of a winning gift. 
0.086 FIG. 34 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
delivery instruction is processed. 
0087 FIG. 35 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
reservation is processed. 
0088) 
0089 FIG. 37 represents a flow chart explaining how an 
option Settlement is processed. 

FIG. 36 represents a reservation screen. 

0090 FIG.38 represents a selection screen of a delivery 
method. 

0091 FIG. 39 represents a page screen of a bill. 
0092 FIG. 40 represents a flow chart explaining a step 
up to a Settlement of a delivery cost. 
0.093 FIG. 41 represents a flow chart explaining a lump 
Sum Settlement process. 
0094 FIG. 42 represents a flow chart explaining an 
installment Settlement process. 
0.095 FIG. 43 represents a screen on which an on-line 
album category is logged in. 
0.096 FIG. 44 represents a flow chart explaining how 
erasure of an album is processed. 
0097 FIG. 45 represents a flow chart explaining how 
erasure of an album is processed. 
0.098 FIG. 46 represents a flow chart explaining how 
erasure of an album is processed. 
0099 FIG. 47 represents a management screen of an 
album. 

0100 FIG. 48 represents a flow chart explaining how an 
album list creation is processed. 

01.01 
images. 

FIG. 49(a) represents a screen showing thumbnail 

0102 FIG. 49(b) represents a screen showing a larger 
image than a thumbnail one. 
0103 FIG. 50 represents a flow chart explaining a pre 
ferred treatment. 

0104 FIG. 51 represents a flow chart explaining a pro 
ceSS of deciding a file name. 
0105 FIG. 52 represents a screen where a community 
category is logged in. 

0106 FIG. 53 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
process of carrying a thumbnail image in the board is 
performed. 

0107 FIG. 54 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
process of carrying a thumbnail image in the board is 
performed. 

0108 FIG. 55 represents a screen notifying that a 
Selected image cannot be displayed. 
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0109 FIG. 56 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
process of carrying a thumbnail image in the board is 
performed. 
0110 FIG. 57 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
process of carrying a thumbnail image in the board is 
performed. 

0111 FIG. 58(a) represents a display screen of an image 
classified into shooting informationHHokkaido in a 
board. 

0112 FIG. 58(b) represents a screen of an image classi 
fied into landscape Hokkaido in an album. 
0113 FIG. 59 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
Search command is processed. 
0114 
0115 FIG. 61 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
Search command is processed. 
0116 FIG. 62(a) represents a display screen showing a 
Search result of a plurality of content. 

FIG. 60 represents a search screen. 

0117 FIG. 62(b) represents a display screen showing a 
Search result of a Single content. 
0118 FIG. 63 represents a introduction screen of an 
eXpert. 

0119 FIG. 64 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
Search command is processed. 
0120 FIG. 65 represents a introduction screen of product 
information. 

0121 FIG. 66 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
Search command is processed. 
0.122 FIG. 67 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
Search command is processed. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

0123. By referring to the accompanying drawings, 
embodiments of this invention will be explained as follows. 
0.124. According to an embodiment of this invention, a 
Web Service provider provides a Service user with a Service 
or information about a product via content for a website. 
0.125 FIG. 1 represents an example of an overall con 
figuration of a website where content for a website is 
registered. In FIG. 1, a Service provider places a Server at a 
data center and a Service user Searches a website via a 
terminal connected to the Internet. A Service user Specifies 
URL(Uniform Resource Locator) via a terminal connectable 
to the Internet, then content data Stored onto the Server is 
read out and sent to the service user. This embodiment of this 
invention refers to a camera as a product and provides 
information about a camera and a camera-related matter or 
a Service to a Service user. AS shown in a Site map of FIG. 
2, content of this invention has Seven categories. 

0126) 
O127) 

0128 

0129 

1. membership registration 
2. all-new information 

3. product information 

4. Service Support 
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0130) 5. on-line album 
0131 6. On-line shop 
0132 7. community 

0.133 Membership registration 1 is a page for registering 
a Web Service user. All-new information 2 is a page for 
introducing to a Service user information Such as new 
content newly registered onto a website. Product informa 
tion 3 is a page for introducing a product Such as a camera 
to a Service user. Service Support 4 is a page for introducing 
to a Service user questions and answers to and from product 
users. On-line album 5 is a page that provides a Service user 
with a Service dealing with electronic image data. For 
example, this on-line album 5 provides a Service in Such a 
way that image data of a Service user can be Stored up to a 
certain capacity free of charge and a high definition hard 
copy of Selected image data that will be made out of Stored 
image data can be delivered. On-line shop 6 is a virtual shop 
Selling merchandise to a Service user. Community 7 is a page 
that provides a place for communication among Service 
users. For example, community 7 provides a function like a 
bulletin board carrying a question posed by a user and an 
answer that another user knows to the question. 
0134 FIG.3 represents an example of a web top page 10 
Screen viewed on a monitor at a user's terminal. This Screen 
is displayed on a monitor of a user's terminal by a browsing 
program loaded onto the terminal based upon data Stored at 
URL specified by the web user via the terminal. In this FIG. 
3, link buttons 21-27 linking to the Seven each category are 
displayed. Further, link button 28 linking to article 1, link 
button 29 with a link with article 2, link button 30 linked to 
article 3 and link button 31 with a link with a search page to 
be later explained are also displayed. 
0135 A web user clicks on a link button with a pointing 
device provide with a terminal (not shown), information of 
a link embedded corresponding to each link button, namely, 
URL is specified. In this way, data stored inside this URL is 
Sent to the terminal and a Screen created by this data is 
Viewed on the terminal monitor. For example, a web user 
clicks on link button 21 linking with all-new information 2, 
and then a top page Screen of a category of all-new infor 
mation 2 represented by FIG. 4 is displayed on the terminal 
monitor. Referring to FIG. 4, the page Screen of a category 
of all-new information 2 has “Information”, “New product 
information News”, “Service support information” and “Site 
update information” on a site map of FIG. 2 displayed 
respectively. Content of these displayS may be displayed on 
a page Screen different from a page Screen of FIG. 4 by 
providing a link button in the page screen of FIG. 4. Further 
the screen of FIG. 4 has link buttons 21-26 to jump to 
another category, link button 31 linking to a "search' page 
and link button 32 to get "Back to a top page' displayed. 
When each of these link buttons is clicked on, a page 
corresponding to each link button is displayed on a terminal 
monitor. When link button 21 linked to a category of 
“all-new information' is clicked on with a page Screen of 
FIG. 4 on display, the page screen of FIG. 4 remains as it 
S. 

0136. Referring to FIG. 3, link button 26 linked to 
“community' is clicked on and then a top page of a category 
of community 7 as shown in FIG. 5 comes up. In FIG. 5, 
a page Screen of a category of community 7 has link buttons 
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28, 29 and 30 corresponding to articles carried in a site map 
of FIG. 2, link button 71 linking to a bulletin page, link 
button 72 linking to a page for downloading an image data 
and link button 27 linking to a page of registering a 
membership displayed. Content of these displayS may be 
displayed in a page of FIG. 5 without providing a link 
button. 

0137) The screen of FIG. 5, just like the screen of FIG. 
4, further has link buttons 21-26 for jumping into another 
category pages, link button 31 linking to a "search' page and 
link button 32 to get “Back to a top page” displayed. When 
link button 26 linked to a category page of a community is 
clicked on with a page Screen of FIG. 5 on display, the page 
Screen of FIG. 5 remains as it is. 

0.138. In each page of FIGS. 3, 4 and 5, for example, the 
page has a link button available common on each page Such 
as link buttons 21-26. And like link buttons 28-30, there is 
a link button in common provided on a given page. By 
providing a link button in common among different pages, 
a page Screen can be changed among each category page 
without getting back to top page 10 every time when 
changing a display of each page shown in a Site map of FIG. 
. . . 2. A link button provided in common among each page 
would readily attract interest of a web user. As a result, a web 
user becomes induced to view a page corresponding to a link 
button. 

0.139. This embodiment has features in, especially, a 
membership registration, an on-line shop, an on-line album 
and a bulletin board among categories, so these categories 
will be mainly explained. 

0140 
0.141. To provide a service to a registered user, a service 
provider asks a web user to register a user name of a Service. 
A page of the membership registration, in addition to the 
membership registration of a Web Service use, is used also 
for a customer registration Such as customer information to 
be registered by a user purchasing merchandise released 
from a Service provider. Instead of Sending back customer 
information written in a postcard and So Such as a called 
customer registration card, a user transmits customer infor 
mation to a Service provider through an on-line membership 
registration page. A web user clicks on link button 27 linking 
to a “membership registration” in a page screen of FIG. 3, 
then a Selection Screen for registering a membership (not 
shown) is displayed on a monitor of a terminal. This 
Selection Screen is to Select any of four input Screens 

-Membership Registration 

0.142 1. A web user who has not yet registered a 
membership of a Web Service use newly performs a 
customer registration. 

0.143 2. A web user who has already registered a 
membership of a Web Service use newly performs a 
customer registration. 

0144) 3. Register a membership of a web service 
Sc. 

0145 4. A user who has already registered a cus 
tomer (or a membership) changes content of the 
registration. 

0146 –When Non-Member of a Web Service Use Per 
forms a Customer Registration 
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0147 In the foregoing selection Screen, a Service user 
clicks on a link button (not shown) corresponding to "A web 
user who has not yet registered a membership of a web 
Service use newly performs a customer registration', then a 
website Server, that is, a Server of a Service provider trans 
mits display data to a terminal of a Service user and displayS 
an input screen for product information as shown in FIG. 6 
on the terminal monitor. As shown in FIG. 1, generally a 
Web Server includes a plurality of ServerS Such as a web 
Server, content management Server, mail Server, bulletin 
board Server and shop Server. A web server Stores Web Screen 
data and content management Server is responsible for 
content management respectively. Also, a mail Server Stores 
mail data, a bulletin board Server Stores data written in a 
bulletin board and a shop Server Stores shop data. In this 
explanation, these plural Servers are collectively called a 
SCWC. 

0148 When an input screen for product information is 
displayed on a monitor of a terminal, a Service user fills in 
the input Screen according to content of the display. Refer 
ring to FIG. 6, a pull-down menu is provided in a frame 
displayed with a downward triangle. A Service user Selects 
an appropriate thing out of menu prewritten by a Service 
provider. 

014.9 For example, a service user clicks on pull-down 
menu button 6A displayed in a frame of a merchandise 
name, a merchandise name Such as merchandise 1, mer 
chandise 2, merchandise 3 and So is displayed. A Service user 
Selects merchandise that the user purchased from the menu. 
In the event that there is no appropriate merchandise name 
in the pull-down menu or a pull-down menu is not available 
in a frame, a Service user writes content of a registration 
using a terminal keyboard (not shown). A Service user clicks 
on OK button 6B, and then registration data of product 
information is transmitted toward a server of a Service 
provider. 

0150. The server of the service provider receives the 
registration data of product information Sent from the Ser 
Vice user and then transmits display data to the terminal of 
the user and has an input Screen for customer information as 
represented in FIG. 7 displayed on a monitor of the terminal. 
A Service user fills in content of a registration inside a frame 
of a display Screen in accordance with displayed content. In 
FIG. 7, a Service user enters a password in password frame 
7A. When a service user modifies content of a registration 
afterward, modification can be made with an input of a 
password. A password to be entered via an input Screen for 
customer information is also used for a membership regis 
tration of a Service use as a common password. 

0151. A frame displayed with a downward triangle is 
provided with a pull-down menu. If there is no appropriate 
thing in the pull-down menu or a frame is not provided with 
a pull-down menu, a Service user fills in content of a 
registration inside a frame of a display Screen through a 
terminal keyboard (not shown). A way of displaying a 
password inside password frame 7A makes letters or numer 
als a user enters as a password shown just like **** and they 
are not displayed as it is. When the service user clicks on OK 
button 7B at the completion of content of the registration, 
registration data of customer information is Sent to the Server 
of the service provider. The server of the service provider 
receives registration data of customer information Sent from 
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the Service user, and transmits display data to a terminal of 
the Service user and has a Screen for answering a question 
naire as shown in FIG. 8 displayed on a terminal monitor. 
The Service user fills in content of a registration in a box of 
a display Screen in accordance with displayed content. A 
processing of a questionnaire is determined as follows. FIG. 
9 represents a flow chart explaining how a Server of a Service 
provider processes a questionnaire. A processing of FIG. 9 
Starts up when registration data of customer information is 
received. In step S201, a server reads out merchandise 
information falling under a merchandise name registered by 
a Service user through an input Screen for merchandise 
information from a given database inside the Server and 
proceeds to step S202. In step S202, the server selects a 
question in accordance with a registered merchandise name 
and proceeds to Step S203 where each question correspond 
ing to all merchandise is prepared in advance and these 
questions are Stored onto a database inside the Server. Each 
question Stored onto the database is managed So that the 
Server can tell a question in common with a plurality of 
merchandise from one particular to merchandise. In accor 
dance with registered merchandise name, the Server Selects 
a question corresponding to merchandise. When a Service 
user purchases a plurality of merchandise, a question cor 
responding to each of a plurality of merchandise is Selected 
respectively. In the event that there are same questions 
among the Selected questions, the Server leaves only any one 
of the same questions and deletes the rest So that the same 
questions aren't be sent to the terminal of the Service user. 
In Step S203, the Server creates a database for displaying an 
input screen of a questionnaire as shown in FIG. 8 and 
proceeds to step S204. In step S204, the server transmits data 
necessary to display the created input Screen of the ques 
tionnaire to the terminal of the Service user and a processing 
of FIG. 9 is finished. Accordingly, for example, question 
boxes 1-5 of FIG. 8 display questions in common with each 
of merchandise 1 and 2. In question box 6, a question related 
to merchandise 1 is displayed and in question box 7, a 
question in relation to merchandise 2 is displayed respec 
tively. A Service user can answer a question related to a 
plurality of merchandise on a Single input Screen of a 
questionnaire even when purchasing a plurality of merchan 
dise. 

0152. A service user clicks on register button 8H after 
Writing answers to each question into each answer box 
8A-8G on a screen of FIG. 8, and then registration data of 
a questionnaire is transmitted to the Server of the Service 
provider. The Server of the Service provider receives regis 
tration data Sent from the Service user, and then transmits 
display data to the terminal of the Service user and has a gift 
selection screen shown in FIG. 10 displayed on a monitor of 
the terminal. FIG. 10(a) represents an example of a page 
screen for an individual registration and FIG. 10(b) indi 
cates an example of a page Screen for a corporate registra 
tion. 

0153. A service user selects a gift the user wants in 
accordance with displayed content. A gift Selection Screen is 
decided as follows. FIG. 11 represents a flow chart explain 
ing how a creation of a gift Selection Screen is processed by 
the server of the service provider. A processing of FIG. 11 
Starts up at the reception of registration data of a question 
naire. In step S101, the server reads out a name of merchan 
dise, a purchase profile (individual or corporate), a purchase 
quantity and information Such as a name and address of a 
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purchaser typed through an input Screen of customer infor 
mation as shown in FIG. 7 from a given database inside the 
server and proceeds to step S102. Instep S102, the server 
judges whether a purchase profile is an individual or a 
corporate. The Server proceeds to Step S104 after giving a 
positive judgment to Step S102 in a case of a corporate and 
when the profile is an individual, the Server gives a negative 
judgment to step S102 and proceeds to step S103. In step 
S103, the Server prepares data for a page Screen intended for 
an individual as shown in FIG.10(a). FIG.10(a) introduces 
a gift for a purchaser who buys a Single unit of a SLR camera 
and represents a Screen for Selecting any of a flyer describing 
information about a picture taking, a camera neck Strap or a 
point usable in a Web Service. The point is a gift available 
only for an individual customer, not for a corporate. And as 
a gift corresponding to purchased merchandise, namely here, 
a compact camera, a case is available. The Server proceeds 
to Step S105, creating data for a page Screen. 

0154) The point is usable in a shopping at on-line shop 6 
of FIG. 2 and merchandise can be bought at a deducted price 
in accordance with the points. On-line album Service 5 can 
increase a memory capacity capable of Storing image data 
from a normal level or provide a free-of-charge printout 
Service in accordance with the points. In community 7, there 
is another use of a point, for instance, a Service user posing 
a question gives a point to a Service user that answers the 
posed question as remuneration. 

O155 In step S104, the server prepares data for a page 
screen intended for a corporate as shown in FIG. 10(b). 
FIG. 10(b) introduces a gift to a corporate purchasing three 
units of a SLR camera and represents a Screen for Selecting 
up to total three items of any of a flyer describing informa 
tion about a picture taking, a camera neck Strap or a compact 
camera case. On the contrary to an individual customer, the 
point is not available for a corporate as a gift. The Server 
proceeds to Step S105, creating data for a page Screen. 

0156. In step S105, the server transmits data to the 
terminal of the service user and a processing of FIG. 11 is 
finished. Accordingly, the screen of FIG. 10(a) or (b) is 
viewed on the monitor of the Service user's terminal. The 
Service user checks out a gift on any of the Screen in FIG. 
10(a) or 10(b) and then clicks on OK button 10B. In the 
event that a plurality of gifts are selectable like FIG. 10(b), 
quantity box 10C appears, So the Service user opens a 
pull-down menu and Selects a quantity the user wants. In 
FIGS. 10(a) and 10(b), an explanation of the gift sitting next 
to gift image 10A is displayed. Image 10A acts as a link 
button, So the Service user clicks on this button and then new 
data is transmitted to the terminal from the Server and a page 
Screen introducing the gift in detail is viewed on the monitor 
of the service user's terminal. FIG. 12 represents an 
example of a Screen introducing a flyer. 

0157. In FIGS. 10(a) and 10(b), the service user clicks on 
OK button 10B, then selection data is transmitted to the 
server of the service provider. The server of the service 
provider receives Selection data Sent from the Service user, 
and then data of a page Screen corresponding to a gift is 
transmitted to the terminal of the Service user. Accordingly, 
when a gift is required to be delivered to a Service user, a 
screen that notifies a delivery location as shown in FIG. 
13(a) is displayed on the monitor of the service user's 
terminal. And, in a case of a point gift that does not require 
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a delivery, a Screen that notifies a point gain shown in FIG. 
13(b) is displayed on the monitor of the service user's 
terminal. The service user clicks on OK button 10B on 
screens of FIGS. 13(a) and 13(b), and then a customer 
registration by a user who has not yet recorded a member 
ship registration of a Web Service use is finished. In this case, 
when a purchase profile is an individual, the Server Succes 
Sively induces a user to a page of a membership registration 
of a Web Service use. 

0158 FIG. 14 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
Screen creation of inducing a membership registration is 
processed. A processing of FIG. 14 Starts up at the comple 
tion of a customer registration. In step S301, the server 
judges whether or not a purchase profile is a corporate. The 
Server gives a positive judgment to Step S302 in a case of a 
corporate and proceeds to Step S304. In a case of an 
individual, the Server gives a negative judgment to Step S301 
and proceeds to step S302. In step S302, the server judges 
whether a Service user is a registered member or not. The 
Server gives a positive judgment to Step S302 in a case of a 
registered member and proceeds to step S304. In a case of 
non-registered member, the Server gives a negative judg 
ment to step S302 and proceeds to step S303. Information 
about whether a registered customer is a member of a web 
Service use or not is sent to the Server through a clicked link 
button at the Start of a customer registration. That is, when 
a "A web user who has not yet registered a membership of 
a Web Service use newly records a customer registration' 
button has been clicked on, a user is assumed to be non 
registered member and when a "A web user who has already 
registered a membership of a Web Service use newly records 
a customer registration' button is clicked on, then a user is 
assumed to be a member. In step S303, the server creates 
data to display a page screen as shown in FIG. 15. FIG. 15 
represents an example of a Screen that notifies a gift order 
receipt indicative of a completion of a customer registration 
and induces a user to proceed to a page for a membership 
registration of a Web Service use. The Server prepares data 
for a page screen and proceeds to step S305. In step S305, 
the Server transmits data to the terminal of the Service user 
and a processing of FIG. 14 is finished. Accordingly, a 
screen of FIG. 15 is displayed on the monitor of the service 
user. When a service user clicks on link button 15A to 
register a membership of a Web Service use, the Server 
transmits data necessary to display a membership registra 
tion Screen to the terminal of the Service user. A membership 
registration of a Web Service use will be explained later. A 
Service user clicks on “Get back to a top page' link button 
32, then the server transmits to the terminal of the service 
user necessary data to display top page 10 of FIG. 3. 
0159. The server does not recommend a membership 
registration of a Web Service use when proceeding to Step 
S304. The reason is that a corporate is not eligible for a 
membership of a Web Service use and a registered member 
is refrained from registering a multiple membership. In Step 
S304, the server displays a notification of a gift order receipt 
and also creates date of a page Screen indicative of a 
completion of a customer registration and then proceeds to 
Step S305. Accordingly, a Screen indicative of a completion 
of a customer registration (not shown) is displayed on the 
monitor of the service user. When the service user clicks on 
a "Get back to a top page' link button, the Server transmits 
data necessary to display top page 10 of FIG. 3 to the 
terminal of the Service user. 
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0160 –In a Case Where a Member of a Web Service Use 
Records a Customer Registration 

0.161 In a selection screen for a membership registration 
corresponding to link button 27, when a Service user clickS 
on a link button (not shown) corresponding to a “A web user 
who has already registered a membership of a Web Service 
use newly records a customer registration' button is clicked 
on, then the Server of the Service provider transmits to a 
terminal of the Service user display data and has a Screen for 
a membership authentication of a Web Service use as shown 
in FIG. 16 displayed on a monitor of the terminal. The 
Service user enters a registered log-in name and password 
and clicks on OK button 16A. Accordingly, the log-in name 
and password are transmitted to the Server of the Service 
provider. When the transmitted log-in name and password 
agree with those recorded onto a database inside the Server 
of the service provider, the server will perform a following 
processing. With respect to a filed in common with regis 
tered information at the registrations of a web membership 
and customer, the field is overwritten (updated) with latest 
content if there is a discrepancy between information. FIG. 
17 represents a flow chart explaining how a registration 
content update is processed. A processing of FIG. 17 Starts 
up when the log-in name and password Sent from the Service 
user agree with those Stored onto a database. 

0162. In judgment, the server reads out item data in 
common with item data of a customer registration out of data 
of the registered web membership from a database and 
proceeds to step S402. In step S402, the server prepares page 
data to display an input Screen for product information as 
shown in FIG. 6 and transmits it to a terminal. A service user 
fills in a box on a display Screen in accordance with 
displayed content in the same way as non-member of a web 
Service user records a customer registration. A Service user 
clicks on OK button 6B and then registration data is trans 
mitted to the server of the service provider. 
0163 The server of the service provider receives regis 
tration data of product information Sent from the Service 
user, and then prepares page data to display a Screen for 
updating customer information and transits it to the terminal 
and proceeds to Step S403. Accordingly, the terminal moni 
tor of the service user displays a screen as shown in FIG. 18. 
In FIG. 18, content at the registration of a web membership 
is displayed in a box of an item in common with items of a 
web membership registration and a web customer registra 
tion. The Service user checks out content displayed on a 
monitor and may update a necessary item only, if necessary 
to modify. The service user clicks on OK button 18B after 
Writing modified content and then, modified data is trans 
mitted to the server of the service provider. 

0164. In step S403, the server judges whether or not it 
received modified data. In a case of modified data having 
been received, the Server gives a positive judgment to Step 
S403 and proceeds to step S404, but in a case of modified 
data having not been received, the Server gives a negative 
judgment to Step S403 and repeats a judgment processing. In 
step S404, the server compares received data with data 
recorded at the registration of a membership and judges 
whether or not there is a modified part. The Server gives a 
positive judgment to step S404 when there is a modified part 
and proceeds to step S405, but in a case where there is no 
modified part, it gives a negative judgment to Step S404 and 
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proceeds to step S408. In step S405, the server modifies a 
page screen of FIG. 18 with content in accordance with 
modified data Sent from the Service user and creates a page 
screen (not shown). The server further transmits data of the 
created page Screen with message data Something like, for 
example, “Update with this content?” to the terminal of the 
service user and proceeds to step S406. In step S406, the 
Server judges whether or not a database is to be modified. 
When the service user clicks on an OK button (not shown) 
on the monitor, a modification instruction is transmitted to 
the Server from the terminal. The Server gives a positive 
judgment to step S406 when receiving the modification 
instruction and proceeds to Step S407, but gives a negative 
judgment to Step S406 in a case of the modification instruc 
tion being not received and proceeds to step S408. In step 
S407, the server overwrites content of a database with 
modified data and proceeds to step S408. In step S408, the 
Server registers onto a database item data not in common 
with item data at the registration of a web membership. The 
server further transmits to the terminal of the service user 
message data indicative of a completion of a registration and 
a processing of FIG. 17 is finished. When modified data is 
blank data, namely, the Service user transmits modified data 
with a blank box, the server does not overwrite a database 
with blank data. In this case, the Server creates message data 
notifying that content of a modification has not been filled in 
and transmits it to the server of the service user. Subse 
quently, the Server transmits display data to the terminal of 
the Service user and has an answer Screen for a questionnaire 
as shown in FIG. 7 displayed on the terminal monitor. As 
Successive flows afterward are the same with those at a 
registration of a customer by non-registered member of the 
Web Service use, an explanation is omitted. But, at the 
completion of a customer registration, a membership regis 
tration of a Web Service is not recommended. More specifi 
cally, in Step S302, the Server gives a positive judgment 
Since the Service user has been already a web member. AS a 
result, what is displayed on the terminal monitor is only a 
Screen (not shown) notifying a completion of a membership 
registration and there is no recommendation about the 
membership registration. 
0.165 -In a Case Where a Membership Registration of 
a Web Service Use is Recorded 

0166. Of seven categories of content registered at a 
website, each Service of pages of on-line album 5, on-line 
shop 6 and community 7 is provided to a registered member 
of a Web Service user. Namely, a Service user is required to 
register a membership in order to use these Services of the 
three categories. Once a membership is registered, the 
member is permitted to log in for using these three Services. 
In a Selection Screen for a membership registration corre 
sponding to link button 27, a Service user clicks on a link 
button (not shown) corresponding to “Register a member 
ship of a web service use”, the server of the service provider 
transmits display data to the terminal of the Service user and 
has a Screen (not shown) carrying a code of practice for a 
membership of the Web Service use displayed on the termi 
nal monitor. The service user clicks on an OK button (not 
shown) when agreeing to the code. The server of the Service 
provider receives agreement data Sent by the Service user, 
then transmits display data to the terminal of the Service user 
and has an input Screen (not shown) for a log-in name, 
password and nickname displayed on the terminal monitor. 
The Service user fills in a box on a display Screen in 
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accordance with content displayed on the monitor. A log-in 
name represents a user name to be registered in order for a 
Service user to use a Service. A password is used for 
authentication. A nickname is required when using a bulletin 
board included in a community category. When a Service 
user writes a log-in name, password and nickname through 
a keyboard of a terminal and then clicks on an OK button 
(not shown), registered data is transmitted to the server of 
the service provider. The server of the service provider 
receives registration data Sent from the Service user, then 
transmits display data to the terminal of the Service user and 
has an input Screen for the same web membership registra 
tion as in FIG. . . . 7 displayed on the terminal monitor. The 
Service user fills in a box on a display Screen in accordance 
with content displayed on the monitor. But, the password is 
omitted Since it was already Sent. The Service user clicks on 
OK button 7B at the completion of writing content of the 
registration, registration data of membership information is 
transmitted to the server of the service provider. 
0167 Accordingly, a message notifying the completion 
of a web membership registration is displayed on the ter 
minal monitor of the Service user. 

0168 The foregoing explanation has referred to the case 
where non-registered customer records a membership reg 
istration of a Web Service use, but a user who already 
recorded a customer registration may register a web mem 
bership. In this case, the Server has a Screen for customer 
authentication displayed on the terminal monitor. The Ser 
Vice user enters ID and a password registered at a registra 
tion of customer information and clicks on OK button 19A. 
Accordingly, ID and the password are transmitted to the 
server of the service provider. 
0169. The server of the service provider, when the trans 
mitted ID and password agree with those recorded onto a 
database in the Server, performs a following process. 
0170 With respect to a field in common with registered 
information at the registrations of a web membership and a 
customer, the field is overwritten (updated) with latest 
content if there is a discrepancy between information. 
0171 This process is just the same as, when a web 
member records a customer registration as explained before, 
a common field among information recorded at the regis 
trations of a web customer n and a web membership is 
overwritten with latest content 

0172 The server of the service provider checks out that 
ID and a password Sent are in agreement with those Stored 
onto a database in the Server, and then prepares page data to 
display a Screen for updating Same web membership infor 
mation as that of FIG. ... 18 and transmits it to the terminal. 
Accordingly, the monitor of the Service user's terminal 
displays the same page Screen as that of FIG. ... 18 and data 
at a registration of a customer is displayed in a box of a 
common filed with that at a registration of a customer. The 
Service user may check out displayed content on the monitor 
and write only a portion to be modified, if necessary. The 
service user clicks on OK button 18B at the completion of 
a overwriting and then modified data is transmitted to the 
Server of the Service provider. Accordingly, only information 
different from that recorded at a registration of a customer is 
written and the Service user can perform a membership 
registration of the Web Service use without duplicating the 
Same registration as that performed at a registration of a 
CuStOmer. 
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0173 -A Case that a Registered Customer (a Registered 
Member of a Web Service) will Modify Content of a 
Registration 

0.174. In a selection screen for a member registration 
corresponding to link button 27, the Service user clicks on a 
link button (not shown) corresponding to a “registered 
customer (a registered member of a web service) will 
modify content of a registration” and then the server of the 
Service provider transmits display data to the terminal of the 
Service user and has an authentication Screen for a customer 
member as shown in FIG. 19 displayed on the terminal 
monitor. When a registered member of a web service will 
modify content of a registration, a Screen for web member 
authentication as shown in FIG. 16 is displayed on the 
monitor of the terminal. A Service user as a registered 
customer enters a password and ID registered at a registra 
tion of a customer and clicks on OK button 19A. Accord 
ingly, ID and a password are transmitted to the Server of the 
service provider. When a service user with a web registered 
membership enters a password and log-in name registered at 
a registration of a membership and clicks on OK button 16A. 
Then, the log-in name and password are transmitted to the 
server of the service provider. 
0.175 When the server of the service provider checks out 
that a transmitted ID and password are in agreement with 
those registered onto a database in the Server, the Server 
prepares page data to display a Screen for a customer 
information update and transmits it to the terminal. Also, 
when the server of the service provider checks out that a 
transmitted log-in name and password are in agreement with 
those registered onto a database in the Server, the Server 
prepares page data to display a Screen for a web member 
information update and transmits it to the terminal. Accord 
ingly, the same page Screen as that of FIG. 18 is displayed 
on the monitor of the service user's terminal. In FIG. 18, 
data at the registration is displayed in a box of a field. The 
Service user checks out displayed content on the monitor and 
may overwrite a modification only. When the service user 
overwrites the modification and clicks on OK button 18B, 
modified data is transmitted to the server of the service 
provider. Processes thereafter are just the same as those in 
steps thereafter step S403 of FIG. 17, so an explanation will 
be omitted. Namely, the server of the service provider 
overwrites and modifies data only with modified data trans 
mitted from the Service user out of registered data recorded 
on a database. 

0176). In the foregoing membership registration, a case 
where a Service user registers a Single password for a 
customer registration and a web membership registration So 
as to make the password valid for a web customer Service 
and a member Service has been explained. On the contrary, 
the Service user may register different passwords password 
for a customer registration and a web membership registra 
tion. In this case, a customer registration is performed 
independently from a web membership registration. 

0177 Namely, even when there is a filed in common with 
a customer registration and a web membership registration, 
field data registered for one registration is not used for 
another registration. 
0.178 When a purchaser performs an on-line customer 
registration onto the Server of the Service provider from the 
purchaser's terminal, the Service provider awards an incen 
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tive of extending a merchandise warranty period in com 
parison to a case of a customer registration by a postcard. 
0179 An extension of a merchandise warranty period is 
available only when merchandise is purchased at an on-line 
shop (will be explained later) and a customer registration of 
merchandise is performed on-line. 
0180 FIG. 20 represents a flow chart explaining how an 
extension of a warranty period is processed by the Server of 
the service provider. A process of FIG. . . . 20 starts up at the 
completion of a customer registration. In step S801, the 
Server judges from registered data of a customer registration 
whether or not the merchandise was purchased through an 
on-line shop. The Server, when the merchandise was pur 
chased through an on-line shop, gives a positive judgment to 
step S801 and proceeds to step S802. In a case where the 
merchandise was not purchased through an on-line Shop, the 
Server gives a negative judgment to Step S801 and A proceSS 
of FIG. 20 is finished. In this case, an extension of a 
warranty period is not performed. 
0181. In step S802, the server accesses a given database 
related to customer information and reads out Support infor 
mation Such as a warranty period of the merchandise and 
then proceeds to step S803. In step S803, of read-out support 
information, the Server extends a warranty period to, for 
example, a six-month period and then modifies data in the 
database. The server proceeds to step S804, modifying the 
database. In step S804, the server performs a process that 
enables a new warranty card with an extended warranty 
period to be mailed out and Aprocess of FIG.20 is finished. 
0182. As an incentive for an on-line customer registration 
of a Web Service use, a case of extending a warranty period 
has been explained, but, for example, a point usable in a web 
Service may be given. 
0183 In accordance with a member registration via con 
tent of the embodiment of this invention as explained So far, 
a following effect will be obtained. 

0184 (1) In a screen to select a gift (FIGS. 10(a) and 
(b)), let gift image 10A act as a link button and when 
a Service user clicks on image 9A, let a page Screen 
introducing the gift (FIG. 12) in detail be further 
displayed. Therefore, a Service user can obtain 
detailed information about this gift without taking 
the trouble to Search a page Screen introducing the 
gift. 

0185 (2) A point usable in a web service as a gift is 
prepared. Because of this point, an incentive can be 
offered to a Service user for inducing the user to 
utilize a Web Service after registering a customer 
registration. 

0186 (3) A password at a registration of customer 
information and a password at a registration of a 
membership of a Web Service use are made uSable as 
a common password. As a result, when compared to 
the multiple uses of a plurality of passwords, an input 
error of a password by a Service user becomes 
reduced and then a workload of a Service user can be 
cut down. 

0187 (4) With respect to a common field in infor 
mation registered at a registration of a web mem 
bership and at a registration of a customer, the 
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common field is overwritten (updated) with latest 
content if there is a discrepancy between content. 
Thus, registered data of the same Service user can be 
managed in a unified way. And as blank data is not 
able to overwrite, previous or proceeding informa 
tion is not lost. 

0188 (5) Questions of each questionnaire corre 
sponding to all the merchandise are prepared and 
these questions are managed in Such a way that a 
question in common with a plurality of merchandise 
can be distinguished from a question peculiar to 
certain merchandise. The Server Selects a question 
corresponding to registered merchandise name and 
transmits the question to a terminal of a Service user. 
In accordance with this management, even when a 
Service user registers a plurality of merchandise, a 
Same question is not sent and on top of that, a Service 
user can ask a question as to a plurality of merchan 
dise on a Single questionnaire input Screen. 

0189 (6) Successively a service user is induced to a 
membership registration after the completion of a 
customer registration, So a number of a web mem 
bership can be gained in comparison to no induction 
to a membership registration. As a result, a number 
of a Web Service user can be increased. 

0190 (7) When a customer purchasing merchandise 
performs an on-line customer registration onto the 
Server from a terminal, a Service provider extends a 
merchandise Warranty period. Therefore, as com 
pared to a registration by a postcard and the like, an 
on-line registration with a less workload on a Service 
provider has an effect that urges a purchaser to 
perform the on-line registration. 

0191 In the foregoing explanation, as a gift to a person 
who has completed a customer registration, not only a hard 
product Such as a flyer and neck Strap but also a Soft product, 
that is, a point usable in a Web Service are prepared. In place 
of a point, in an album printout Service to be later explained, 
a memory size and valid period of an album data Storage 
area that a Service provider provides to a Service user may 
be preferably larger and longer than in a normal occasion. 
0.192 -On-Line Shop 
0193 A category of on-line shop 6 will be explained. An 
on-line Shop is also called as an electric Shop. A web Service 
user clicks on “on-line shop' link button 25 on a screen of 
top page 10 as shown in FIG.3 and then, a top page Screen 
of an on-line Shop category as shown in FIG. 21 is displayed 
on a monitor of the terminal. A Service use of on-line shop 
6 becomes available after a Service user having completed a 
membership registration of a Web Service use logs in by 
entering a log-in name and password. 

0194 In FIG. 21, recommended merchandise A-F are 
introduced with an image (not shown) and explanation (not 
shown) respectively. In each display position of merchan 
dise A-F, information about each link is embedded and 
when any of an image or letter of “Merchandise 
A'-"Merchandise F is clicked on by use of a pointing 
device (not shown), a page Screen explaining this merchan 
dise in detail further appears. Like this, a location where 
information about each link is embedded is indicated by 
drawing an underline. As a shop menu, merchandise group 
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1, merchandise group 2, merchandise group 3 and So on by 
a classification are displayed. Merchandise group 1 is Such 
as a film camera, merchandise group 2 as an accessory for 
a single refleX camera. In this case, when an underlined letter 
“Merchandise group 1 is clicked on, a page Screen intro 
ducing a film camera in detail further appears. When an 
underlined letter “Merchandise group 2 is clicked on, a 
page Screen introducing an accessory for a Single refleX 
camera in detail also appears. A hot-selling rank is for 
introducing hot-selling merchandise at an on-line Shop with 
its sales rank Such as 1, 2" and So on. This ranking display 
or merchandise name is also embedded with link informa 
tion. Therefore, an underlined rank or letter is clicked on, 
and a page Screen explaining the merchandise in detail 
further appears. At an upper part of a Screen of FIG. 21, as 
with a top page of other category, a link button to jump to 
another category different from a current category is pro 
vided. 

0.195 A flow of purchasing merchandise at an on-line 
shop is, 

0196) 1. A purchaser logs in an on-line shop of a 
Service provider, 

0.197 2. The purchaser selects merchandise from a 
shop menu, 

0198 3. The purchaser checks out what is all about 
the merchandise through a page Screen introducing it 
in detail, 

0199 4. The purchaser puts the merchandise into a 
Virtual shopping cart, 

0200 5. The purchaser checks out a total amount, a 
way of payment and a delivery location of the 
merchandise, 

0201 6. The purchase places an order, 
0202 7. A service provider performs a settlement 
proceSS and 

0203 8. The service provider deliveries the mer 
chandise. 

0204 According to an on-line shopping service of this 
invention, a Service provider provides a following Service to 
a Service user. In an explanation of an on-line shop, a web 
Service user is referred to as a purchaser thereafter. An actual 
shop operation may be performed by a Service provider or 
outsourced to a third party. 
0205 -Providing an Image of an Accessory Being 
Attached to Merchandise 

0206. A purchaser can check out a state of an accessory 
being attached to merchandise, for example, an image of an 
accessory being attached to a camera body. A Service pro 
vider prepares a polygon image of a camera body and other 
polygon image of each accessory Such as an interchangeable 
lens and a Speed light respectively. These polygon images 
are configured in Such a way that images of a camera body 
and each accessory meet an actual size proportion of each of 
merchandise. Thus, when these images of a camera body and 
an accessory are processed to create an image of a camera 
body being attached with an accessory, the created image 
looks like a camera body is actually attached with an 
interchangeable lens or a speed light. A composite image 
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that combines an image of a camera body with an image of 
an accessory can be rotated or moved around on a display 
Screen as a unified image. These polygon images are Stored 
in advance onto a given database in a Server of a Service 
provider. 

0207. A purchaser clicks on a link button (not shown) 
corresponding to “confirm a State of an accessory being 
attached to a body' on a Screen of a purchaser's terminal 
(not shown), and the server of the Service provider transmits 
display data to the purchaser's terminal and has an item 
selection screen as shown in FIG.22 displayed on a monitor 
of the terminal. In FIG. 22, the purchaser fills in a box of a 
display Screen in accordance with displayed content when an 
item Selection Screen is viewed on the monitor. AS shown in 
FIG. 22, a box with a downward triangle is provided with 
a pull-down menu and a purchaser Selects an item from the 
pull-down menu. An example of FIG.22 represents a Screen 
that an interchangeable lens to be loaded to camera body F00 
is being Selected. 
0208. The purchaser clicks on OK button 22B, and data 
of the selected item is transmitted to the server of the service 
provider. FIG. 23 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
polygon image is processed. A process of FIG. 23 Starts up 
when the Server receives data of the Selected item. In Step 
S501, the Server reads out a polygon image corresponding to 
the Selected item and information accompanying the poly 
gon image from a database and proceeds to Step S502. In 
step S502, the server judges whether or not an image of the 
Selected item is capable of being combined. More correctly, 
“be capable of being combined” means that it is possible to 
attach an accessory to a camera body by way of an image. 
The server gives a positive judgment to step S502 when the 
image is capable of being combined and proceeds to Step 
S503, but proceeds to step S505 after giving a negative 
judgment to step S502 when it isn't. 
0209. In step S503, the server combines the selected 
images each together and proceeds to Step S504. A combined 
image represents a look of an accessory being actually 
attached. That is, in a case of a Selected item being an 
interchangeable lens, a composite image, just like a lens 
mount of a camera body is fit with a lens mount of an 
interchangeable lens, is created and the Single-integrated 
product image as shown in FIG. 24 is obtained. 
0210. In step S504, the server transmits data of the 
composite polygon image (FIG. 24) to the terminal of the 
purchaser and A process of FIG. 23 is finished. The pur 
chaser can command any angled View of the composite 
image on a display Screen of FIG. 24 by rotating the image. 
0211. In step S505, the server transmits to the terminal of 
the purchaser data of a message that notifies an image of a 
Selected item is not capable to be combined and proceeds to 
step S506. In step S506, the server transmits display data to 
the terminal of the purchaser and A process of FIG. 23 is 
finished. Accordingly, the item Selection Screen as shown in 
FIG. 22 is displayed again on the terminal of the purchaser 
and the purchaser is urged to reconsider a Selection of an 
item. 

0212 -Propose Another Recommended Merchandise 
Depending Upon a Purchaser Own Merchandise 
0213 A purchaser can receive a proposal of new mer 
chandise depending upon purchaser own merchandise. A 
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Service provider prepares a merchandise recommendation 
every merchandise. For example, an interchangeable lens 
aaa, a speed light bbb, a battery pack ccc and a case ddd in 
relation to a camera body are prepared and they are given 
priority order. Data of this recommended merchandise is 
Stored beforehand onto a given database in the Server of the 
Service provider. In a screen (not shown) on the terminal of 
the purchaser, the purchaser clicks on a link button (not 
shown) corresponding to “Check out recommended mer 
chandise”, and then the server of the service provider 
transmits display data to the Server of the purchaser and has 
an introduction Screen of recommended merchandise as 
represented in FIG. 25 displayed on a monitor of the 
terminal. 

0214 FIG. 25 represents an example of a screen that 
introduces an image, a Specification and purchase merit of 
speed light bbb. When the purchaser purchases recom 
mended merchandise, the purchaser clicks on button 25B 
"Put into a shopping cart', data of informing a purchase will 
is transmitted to the server of the service provider. 
0215 FIG. 26 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
recommended merchandise proposal is processed by the 
server of the service provider. A process of FIG. 26 starts up 
when a “Check out recommended merchandise” button (not 
shown) on a terminal of a purchaser is clicked on. In Step 
S601, the Server judges whether or not a purchaser logs in 
the Server. When the Server is logged in, the Server gives a 
positive judgment to step SS601 and proceeds to step S602, 
but when the Server isn't logged in, the Server gives a 
negative judgment to step S601 and proceeds to step S606. 
0216) In step S602, the server accesses a database storing 
information about a customer registration of the log-in 
purchaser and reads out model information Such as a camera 
and the like that the purchaser already bought and has owned 
from registered data and proceeds to step S603. Instep S603, 
the Server extracts recommended merchandise from read-out 
model information and proceeds to step S604. For example, 
in the event that the purchaser owns a camera, an extraction 
of recommended merchandise is performed in priority order 
from interchangeable lens aaa, Speed lightbbb, battery pack 
ccc and camera case ddd dedicated for the camera body. For 
instance, priority order is Set as follows; 

0217) 
0218) 
0219) 
0220) 

0221) In a case where the purchaser does not have 
interchangeable lens aaa, the lens is extracted. When the 
purchaser has interchangeable lens aaa and Speed light bbb, 
battery pack ccc is extracted. Information about a model that 
the log-in purchaser owns may be registered as an additional 
registration freely through a page Screen of a customer 
information update other than at a customer registration. In 
Step S604, the Server creates page data necessary to display 
a screen of FIG.25 introducing the extracted recommended 
merchandise and proceeds to step S605. In step S605, the 
Server transmits created page data to the terminal of the 
purchaser and A process of FIG. 26 is finished. In step S606, 
the Server transmits display data to the terminal of the 
purchaser and has a same input Screen for an owned model 

1. Interchangeable lens aaa 
2. Speed light bbb 
3. Battery pack ccc 
4. Camera case ddd 
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as one in FIG. 22 displayed on the monitor of the terminal. 
In FIG. 22, the purchaser enters an owned model, accesso 
ries and So into a box on a display Screen in accordance with 
displayed content. The purchaser clicks on OK button 22B, 
and data of the owned model is transmitted to the server of 
the Service provider. 

0222. In step S607, the server judges whether or not the 
Serve receives data of the owned model and when data is 
received, the server gives a positive judgment to step S607 
and proceeds to step S603, but if not received, a process of 
a judgment is repeated. 

0223 -Propose Other Recommended Merchandise 
Depending Upon Merchandise that a Purchaser Puts into a 
Shopping Cart 

0224) A purchaser can receive a proposal of new mer 
chandise depending upon merchandise in a Shopping cart. 
AS explained in the foregoing, the Service provider prepares 
recommended merchandise every each of merchandise and 
Stores recommended merchandise onto a database by Setting 
priority order. FIG. 27 represents a flow chart explaining 
how a recommended merchandise proposal is processed. 

0225. A process of FIG. 27 starts up when a “Put 
merchandise into a shopping cart” button (not shown) is 
clicked on. In step S701, the server judges whether or not a 
purchaser logs in. When logged in, the Server gives a 
positive judgment to step S701 and proceeds to step S702, 
but if not logged in, the Server gives a negative judgment to 
step S701 and proceeds to step S703. 

0226. In step S702, the server accesses a database storing 
information about a web membership registration of the 
purchaser and reads out model information about a camera 
and So that the purchaser already bought and has owned and 
then proceeds to step S703. The server extracts recom 
mended merchandise based upon merchandise put into a 
Shopping cart and information about a model that the 
purchaser owns and then proceeds to step S704. An extrac 
tion of recommended merchandise, for example, when the 
purchaser has already owned a camera and Speed light bbb 
is put into a shopping cart, interchangeable lens aaa dedi 
cated for a camera is extracted. If the Server gives a negative 
judgment to step S701 (not logged in), the server extracts 
recommended merchandise from merchandise in a shopping 
cart and proceeds to step S704. In step S704, the server 
createS page data necessary to display a Screen of FIG. 25 
introducing the extracted recommended merchandise and 
proceeds to step S705. In step S705, the server transmits 
created page data for a display to the terminal of the 
purchaser and A process of FIG. 27 is finished. 
0227 -Virtual Stock Management 

0228. The service provider manages merchandise stock 
by a relative figure, not an absolute figure. A Stock is reduced 
in proportion to a number of merchandise the purchaser puts 
into a shopping cart and increased in proportion to a number 
of merchandise the purchaser removes from a shopping cart. 
In an on-lined shopping Service, as a lot of purchasers access 
at a time, a Stock of merchandise varies moment to moment. 
Therefore, the Service provider manages a stock (referred to 
as a virtual Stock thereinafter) with a stock varying in real 
time and relative increase/decrease of a Stock with reference 
to a beginning absolute Stock. 
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0229 FIG. 28 represents an example of a management 
page Screen for use in managing merchandise information. 
0230. A management page Screen per each of merchan 
dise available for an on-lined Shopping Service is prepared. 
0231 Wrapped merchandise and letter (name)-engraved 
merchandise are given another ID different from that of 
Standard merchandise and managed as different merchandise 
although they are same merchandise. 
0232 A manager predetermined by the service provider 
performs a given operation to the Server, and the Server 
transmits data of a management page Screen to a terminal of 
the manager and has a management page Screen of FIG. 28 
displayed on the terminal of the manager. Referring to FIG. 
28, a general outline of the merchandise is written in box 
28A of explanation 1 and the merchandise is explained in 
detail in box 28B of explanation 2. A keyword to the 
merchandise is written in box 28C of a search keyword. For 
example, when the merchandise is a Speed light unit, a flash, 
a Speed light, an illumination and the like are written. 
Regarding a keyword, any word besides those written at 
explanations 1 and 2 may be better. The reason is that in a 
Search function to be explained later, on top of a keyword, 
even words written in boxes of explanations 1 and 2 are 
referred to. 

0233. In box 28D of a carrying period, a period of time 
to display the merchandise on a page Screen of an on-line 
Shopping is written. A carrying means that the merchandise 
is displayed in a shop menu or as recommended merchan 
dise on a page Screen of an on-line shopping as shown in 
FIG. 21. The server carries the merchandise on an on-line 
shop for a period Specified in box 28D of a carrying period. 
0234. When the manager removes a checkmark at the 
right Side in box 28D of a carrying period not to carry, a 
carrying of the merchandise on an on-line Shop page is 
halted even during a carrying period. That is, a display in a 
shop menu or as recommended merchandise is halted. In box 
28E of an order-taking period, a period of time to take an 
order for the merchandise on an on-line shop is specified. 
The Server takes an order for the merchandise for a Specified 
period. In the event that the manager removes a checkmark 
displayed at the right side in box 28E of an order-taking 
period, an order taking of the merchandise is halted even 
during a specified period. 

0235. In box 28F of relevant merchandise, merchandise 
ID of another merchandise relevant to the merchandise is 
Specified. A writing of merchandise ID of recommended 
merchandise in box 28F of relevant merchandise allows the 
recommended merchandise specified in box 28F to be 
proposed when a purchaser puts the merchandise into a 
Shopping cart. Column 28G has checkmarkS Specifying what 
the Server Should perform at a time when the merchandise is 
out of stock. An example of FIG.28 shows that a checkmark 
to display an out-of-Stock Status and halt a Sale is ticked. In 
this case, when the merchandise is out of Stock, an out-of 
Stock display is carried around the merchandise on a page 
Screen of a shop menu or recommended merchandise. Then, 
when a scheduled available date is written in column 28G, 
the Scheduled available date is displayed on a page Screen. 
0236. In box 28H of increase/decrease in a stock, a 
relative increase/decrease in a Stock with reference to the 
beginning Stock is written. The manager types +10 when 10 
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pieces are added to a beginning Stock and -5 when 5 pieces 
are reduced. Therefore, the numeral figure written in box 
28H allows the manager to see how many pieces are 
increased or decreased to a beginning Stock. In box 28I of a 
present Stock, a Stock is displayed in real time when a 
purchaser puts merchandise into a shopping cart. A virtual 
Stock manages a Stock with increase/decrease in a Stock and 
a present Stock. When the manager clicks on registration 
button 28J, registration data is transmitted to the server from 
a terminal of the manager. The Server receives registration 
data, and then modifies a database and the modified database 
is reflected on a page of an on-line shop. Accordingly, the 
manager can modify content in each box except for a Stock 
in box 28I of the present stock. 
0237 -Notify when a Virtual Stock is Below a Given 
Number 

0238. The server transmits a mail to the manager for a 
warning when a present Stock of merchandise is below a 
given number. Further, the Server, in a case where the present 
Stock is 0 or - when a purchaser puts the merchandise into 
a shopping cart, notifies the purchaser that there is no Stock. 
0239 FIG. 29 represents a flow chart explaining how 
Stock information is processed by the Server of the Service 
provider. A process of FIG. 29 is executed any time while 
an on-line shop service is available. In step S1801, the server 
judges whether or not X piece (X is an integer than 1) of 
merchandise A is put into a shopping cart. The Server gives 
a positive judgment to step S1801 when merchandise A is in 
a cart and proceeds to step S1802, but when merchandise A 
isn’t, the Server gives a negative judgment to Step S1801 and 
proceeds to step S1803. 
0240. In step S1802, the server proceeds to step S1805 
assuming that a present Stock n of a virtual Stock of 
merchandise A is n=n-X. Instep S1805, the server judges 
whether or not the stock level n is below given number Z. 
Z is the number that is assumed to be out of stock and it is 
set per each of merchandise (merchandise ID). The server 
gives a positive judgment to step S1805 in case of ns Z and 
proceeds to step S1806, but in case of n>Z, the server gives 
a negative judgment to Step S1805 and proceeds to Step 
S1808. 

0241. In step S1806, the server judges whether or not a 
positive judgment made in step S1805 is a first judgment 
counted from a specified time. A Specified time is, for 
instance, 12 o'clock in the morning or a time when a virtual 
Stock is increased or decreased. The Server gives a positive 
judgment to step S1806 when the judgment is a first one and 
proceeds to step S1807, but when it isn't the first, the server 
gives a negative judgment to Step S1806 and proceeds to 
step S1808. In step S1807, the server transmits to the 
manager a mail notifying a virtual Stock manager a low Stock 
and proceeds to step S1808. Accordingly, only when stock 
n becomes below given number Z for the first time since a 
Specified time, the mail notifying a decreased Stock is sent 
to the manager. In step S1808, the server judges whether or 
not a present stock n of a virtual stock is below 0. The server 
gives a positive judgment to step S1808 in case of ns 0 and 
proceeds to step S1809, but in case of n>0, the server gives 
a negative judgment to Step S1808 and gets back to Step 
S1801. 

0242. In step S1809, the server transmits to a virtual stock 
manager a mail notifying that a virtual Stock becomes Zero 
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and proceeds to step S1810. Accordingly, every time a stock 
n becomes below 0, the mail notifying an out-of-Stock is sent 
to the manager. In step S1810, the server transmits display 
data to a terminal of a purchaser putting merchandise A into 
a shopping cart and has a message notifying an out-of-Stock 
displayed on a monitor of the purchaser's terminal. The 
Server transmits display data to the terminal of the purchaser 
and then gets back to step S1801. 
0243 In step S1803 proceeding from step S1801 where 
the negative judgment was made, the Server judges whether 
or not Y piece (Y is an integer than 1) of merchandise A is 
removed from a shopping cart. The Server gives a positive 
judgment to step S1803 when merchandise A is removed 
from a cart, but when merchandise A isn't removed from a 
cart, the Server gives a negative judgment to Step S1803 and 
gets back to step S1801. In step S1804, the server gets back 
to step S1801 assuming that a present stock n of merchan 
dise A is n=n-Y. The present stock n of the virtual stock 
calculated by the foregoing proceSS explained in FIG. . . . 29 
Works with displayed content of a management Screen for 
the manager of FIG. 28. Namely, A figure of n is displayed 
in box 28I of the present stock in FIG. 28. An example of 
FIG. 28 halts a sale when the present stock becomes 0, but 
what the checkmark of column 28G is removed at a sales 
halt is displayed on a page Screen. In this case, when the Sale 
is resumed due to increase in Stock n, the checkmark of 
column 28G is ticked at an original location. 
0244 -Exclude Sold-Out Merchandise from a Search 
ing Target 

0245 Based upon a status of a checkmark of column 28G 
of FIG. 28, the server performs a following operation at an 
out-of-Stock occasion. 

0246 a. Continue a sale even though a stock n 
becomes below 0. 

0247 b. Display an out-of-stock when a stock n 
becomes below 0 and the sale is halted until a stock 
is refilled 

0248 c. Display a sold-out when a stock n becomes 
below 0 and the sale from then on is halted. 

0249 d. Delete a display of merchandise when a 
stock n becomes below 0 and the sale is halted from 
then on. 

0250 What is continued to be sold even when a stock n 
becomes below 0 is merchandise of which a production 
quantity is amply Secured and a stable Supply is possible. 
What displays a Sold-out and halts a Sale until an empty 
stock is refilled when a stock n becomes below 0 is mer 
chandise of which a production quantity to an order is low 
and a Supply takes Some time. What displays a Sold-out and 
halts a sale from then on when a stock n becomes below 0 
is merchandise with a limited production quantity. What 
deletes a merchandise display and halts a Sale from then on 
when a Stock n becomes below 0 is discontinued merchan 
dise. A classification of these merchandise a-d is made per 
each merchandise (merchandise ID) on a management 
screen as shown in FIG. 28 by the manager. The server 
changes a display of merchandise Subject to any of the 
classifications a-d on an on-line shop as follows. FIG. 30 
represents a flow chart explaining how a changeover of a 
display of merchandise is processed by the Server of the 
Service provider. 
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0251 A process of FIG. 30 is executed any time while an 
on-lined shop service is available. In step S1601, the server 
judges whether or not a virtual stock is ns 0. When the stock 
is ns 0, the server gives a positive judgment to step S1601 
and proceeds to step S1602, but when the stock is n>0, the 
Server gives a negative judgment to Step S1601 and a 
judgment proceSS is repeated. In Step S1602, the Server 
accesses a database and judges whether or not merchandise 
of which a stock n becomes below 0 is classified into d. The 
Server, when it is classified into d, gives a positive judgment 
to step S1602 and proceeds to step S1603, but when its not 
classified into d, the Server gives a negative judgment to Step 
S1602 and proceeds to step S1605. 
0252) In step S1603, the server excludes this merchandise 
from a display target and proceeds to Step S1604. Accord 
ingly, a carrying of this merchandise, that is, a display of this 
merchandise on an on-line shop Screen is halted. In Step 
S1604, the server excludes this merchandise from a search 
target and a process of FIG. 30 is finished. Thus, this 
merchandise is excluded from a target of an on-line shop 
search process. In step S1605, the server judges whether or 
not merchandise of which a Stock n becomes 0 is classified 
into c. The server gives a positive judgment to step S1605 
when merchandise is classified into c, but when its not 
classified into c, the Server gives a negative judgment to Step 
S1605 and proceeds to step S1607. 
0253) In step S1606, the server instructs to display a 
sold-out and a process of FIG. 30 is finished. Accordingly, 
a Sold-out display is carried Somewhere around this mer 
chandise on a page Screen of a shop menu or recommended 
merchandise. Even if a Sold-out display is carried, let this 
merchandise be a target of an on-line shop Search process. In 
step S1607, the server judges whether or not merchandise of 
which a stock n becomes 0 is classified into b and when it 
is classified into b, the Server gives a positive judgment to 
step S1607 and proceeds to step S1608. In step S1608, the 
Server instructs to display an out-of-Stock of this merchan 
dise and a process of FIG. 30 is finished. Accordingly, an 
out-of-Stock display is carried Somewhere around this mer 
chandise on a page Screen of a shop menu or recommended 
merchandise. 

0254. Even if an out-of-stock display is carried, let this 
merchandise be a target of an on-line shop Search process. 
On the other hand, when merchandise of which a stock n 
becomes 0 isn't classified into b, the Server gives a negative 
judgment to step S1607 and a process of FIG. 30 is finished. 
In this case, as merchandise with 0 of a Stock n is classified 
into a, an out-of-Stock display isn't carried even when this 
merchandise is out of Stock. And, let this merchandise be a 
target of an on-line Shop Search process. 
0255 According to the foregoing explanation, only when 
merchandise classified into d becomes out of Stock, this 
merchandise is excluded from a target of an on-line shop 
search process (step S1604). But, when merchandise clas 
sified into c becomes out of Stock, this merchandise may be 
also excluded from a target of an on-line shop Search 
process. In this case, the server may proceed to step S1604 
after a process of step S1606 is finished. 
0256 -Delivery to a Purchaser a Purchased Item and a 
Purchaser's Winning Prize in a Lottery 
0257 The service provider makes a lottery available for 
purchasers who shops merchandise at an on-line shop and 
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delivers to a winner purchased merchandise enclosing a 
winning prize. FIG. 31 represents a flow chart explaining 
how merchandise delivery instruction is processed by the 
server of the service provider. A process of FIG. 31 starts up 
when a purchase process of an on-line shop is finished. In 
step S901, the server judges whether or not a purchase 
amount P of merchandise is over a given amount Q. The 
server gives a positive judgment to step S901 when PeO is 
established and proceeds to step S902, but when P-Q is 
established, the Server gives a negative judgment to Step 
S901 and A process of FIG. 31 is finished. Here, an 
opportunity of drawing a lottery is available to a purchaser 
whose purchase amount P is over Q. In step S902, the server 
transmits display data to a terminal of a purchaser and has 
a lottery page Screen as shown in FIG. 32(a) displayed on 
a monitor of the terminal. In FIG. 32(a), a lottery page 
Screen displayed on the monitor of the terminal allows the 
purchaser to draw a lottery in accordance with displayed 
content. The purchase clicks on a handle attached to a lottery 
machine displayed on the Screen, and then data Saying that 
a lottery gets Started is transmitted to the Server of the 
service provider. In step S903, the server judges whether or 
not data of a lottery start is received. The Server gives a 
positive judgment to step S903 when data is received and 
proceeds to Step S904, performing a given lottery process. 
The Server repeats a judgment process when data of a lottery 
Start isn't received yet. 
0258. In step S904, the server judges whether or not an 
address of the purchaser and a delivery location of pur 
chased merchandise are identical. The address of the pur 
chaser and the delivery location of purchased merchandise 
have been entered during a purchase process of an on-line 
shop. The server gives a positive judgment to step S904 
when The address of the purchaser and the delivery location 
of purchased merchandise are identical and proceeds to Step 
S905, but when they are not identical, the server gives a 
negative judgment to step S904 and proceeds to step S906. 

0259. In step S906, the server transmits display data to a 
terminal of the purchaser and proceeds to step S907. Thus, 
a page Screen as shown in FIG. 32(b) is displayed on a 
monitor of the terminal. FIG.32(b) represents that a camera 
is won as a red ball comes out and further a button to Select 
a prize delivery location is displayed. The purchaser Selects 
a prize delivery location from a merchandise delivery 
address (merchandise delivery location), an address of the 
purchaser or others by clicking on any of Selection buttons. 
When the purchaser clicks on any of the selection buttons, 
data indicative of information about a Selected delivery 
address is transmitted to the server from the terminal of the 
purchaser. 

0260. In step S905, the server transmits display data to 
the terminal of the purchaser and proceeds to step S907. In 
this case, as a merchandise delivery address is the same as 
that of the purchaser, a prize delivery address is also 
assumed to be an address of the purchaser. Thus, a page 
Screen (not shown) omitting the Selection button of the 
delivery address from a page screen of FIG. 32(b) is 
displayed on a monitor of the purchaser's terminal. More 
Specifically, as a red ball comes out, a message that a camera 
is won is notified only. The purchaser clicks on a confirma 
tion button (not shown), and data indicative of information 
about the address of the purchaser is transmitted to the Server 
from the terminal of the purchaser. 
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0261. In step S907, the server judges whether or not data 
of information about a delivery address is received. The 
server gives a positive judgment to step S907 when data is 
received and proceeds to step S908, but when data isn’t 
received yet, the Server repeats a judgment process. In Step 
S908, the server judges whether or not a delivery address of 
purchased merchandise is the same as that of the prize. The 
server gives a positive judgment to step S908 when the 
delivery address is the same and proceeds to step S909, but 
when the address isn't the Same, the Server gives a negative 
judgment to step S908 and proceeds to step S910. 

0262. In step S909, the server transmits display data to 
the terminal of the purchaser and has a delivery address 
confirmation screen of the prize shown in FIG.33 displayed 
on the terminal. The purchaser clicks on OK button 33B, and 
the Server performs a process to enable purchased merchan 
dise and the prize to be combined and delivered to the 
purchaser and a process of FIG. 31 is finished. In step S910, 
the Server transmits display data to the terminal of the 
purchaser and has the delivery address confirmation Screen 
of the prize shown in FIG.33 displayed on the terminal. The 
purchaser clicks on OK button 33B, and the server performs 
a process to enable purchased merchandise and the prize to 
be separately packaged and delivered to each address and a 
process of FIG. 33 is finished. 

0263 —When a Part of Purchased Merchandise is in 
Waiting for Supply, All the Purchased Merchandise After the 
Waiting Part is Supplied are Combined and Delivered 
0264 FIG. 34 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
merchandise delivery instruction is processed by the Server 
of the service provider. A process of FIG. 34 starts up when 
the purchaser logs in an on-line Shop page Via. the terminal. 
Instep S1001, the server judges whether or not an instruction 
to put merchandise into a shopping cart is transmitted from 
the terminal. This instruction is transmitted when the pur 
chaser clicks on a “put into a shopping cart” button (not 
shown) on a screen displayed on the terminal. The server 
gives a positive judgment to step S1001 when the server 
receives data indicative of the instruction to put into a cart 
and proceeds to step S1002, but when data indicative of the 
instruction to put into a cart isn't received yet, the Server 
gives a negative judgment to Step S1001 and proceeds to 
step S1005. 
0265. In step S1002, the server judges whether or not 
merchandise instructed to be put into a cart is out of Stock. 
The server gives a positive judgment to step S1002 when it 
is out of stock and proceeds to step S1004, but when it isn’t 
out of Stock, the Server gives a negative judgment to Step 
S1002 and proceeds to step S1003. In step S1003, the server 
transmits display data to the terminal of the purchaser who 
instructs to put merchandise into a cart and has a page Screen 
(not shown) representing that merchandise is put into a cart 
displayed on a monitor of the purchaser's terminal. The 
server transmits display data and proceeds to step S1005. 
0266. In step S1004, the server performs a reservation 
process for Out-of-Stock merchandise and proceeds to Step 
S1005. The reservation process will be explained later. 
0267 In step S1005, the server judges whether or not an 
instruction to finish a shopping is transmitted from the 
terminal of the purchaser. This instruction is transmitted by 
clicking on a “finish a shopping” button (not shown) viewed 
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on a monitor of the terminal of the purchaser. The server 
receives data indicative of the instruction of a shopping 
finish and gives a positive judgment to step S1005 and 
proceeds to step S1006, but when data isn't received yet, the 
Server gives a negative judgment to Step S1005 and gets 
back to step S1001. In step S1006, the server judges whether 
or not merchandise is in a Shopping cart. The Server gives a 
positive judgment to step S1006 when merchandise is in the 
cart and proceeds to step S1007, but when merchandise isn’t 
in, the Server gives a negative judgment to Step S1006 and 
A process of FIG. 34 is finished. In step S1007, the server 
judges whether or not there is reserved merchandise among 
merchandise put into the shopping cart. The Server gives a 
positive judgment to step S1007 when there is reserved 
merchandise and proceeds to step S1008, but when reserved 
merchandise isn’t there, the Server gives a negative judg 
ment to step S1007 and proceeds to step s1009. 

0268. In step S1008, the server performs a settlement 
proceSS called as an option Settlement and a process of FIG. 
34 is finished. In step S1009, the server performs a settle 
ment proceSS called as a normal Settlement and a process of 
FIG. 34 is finished. The normal settlement process and 
option Settlement proceSS will be explained later. 

0269. The foregoing reservation process will be 
explained. FIG. 35 represents a flow chart explaining how 
a reservation is processed by the Server of the Service 
provider. A process of FIG. 35 starts up when the server 
gives a positive judgment in step S1004 of FIG. 34. In step 
S1101 of FIG. 35, the server accesses a database and reads 
out merchandise information about out-of-Stock merchan 
dise and proceeds to Step S1102, gaining information about 
a scheduled supply data of this merchandise. In step S1102, 
the Server creates display data for a reservation page Screen 
to be explained later and proceeds to step S1103. In step 
S1103, the server transmits page data for a display to the 
terminal of the purchaser and proceeds to step S1104. Thus, 
the reservation screen as shown in FIG. 36 is displayed on 
a monitor of the purchaser's terminal. In FIG. 36, the 
Scheduled Supply data of this merchandise is displayed. 

0270. The purchaser clicks on reservation button 36B on 
a screen (FIG. 36) viewed on the monitor of the terminal, 
and data indicative of an instruction to reserve merchandise 
is transmitted to the server from the terminal of the pur 
chaser. In step s1104, the server judges whether or not the 
instruction to reserve merchandise is transmitted from the 
terminal of the purchaser. When the server receives the 
reservation instruction, the Server gives a positive judgment 
to step S1104 and proceeds to step S1107, but when the 
reservation instruction isn't received yet, the Server gives a 
negative judgment to step S1104 and proceeds to steps1105. 
In step S1107, the server adds this merchandise to the 
shopping cart and proceeds to step S1108. In step S1108, the 
Server transmits page data for a display to the terminal of the 
purchaser that Sends the instruction to put this merchandise 
into the cart and has a page Screen indicative of putting this 
merchandise into the cart, that is, reservation of this mer 
chandise, displayed on a monitor of the terminal of the 
purchaser. The Server transmits page data for a display, and 
then a reservation process of FIG. 35 is finished. 

0271 In step S1105, the server judges whether or not an 
instruction not to reserve merchandise is transmitted from 
the terminal of the purchaser. The instruction not to reserve 
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merchandise is transmitted to the Server when the purchase 
clicks on “no reserve” button 36C on a screen of FIG. 36. 
The server receives data indicative of the instruction of no 
reservation, then the Server gives a positive judgment to Step 
S1105 and proceeds to step S1106, but when data indicative 
of the instruction of no reservation isn't received yet, the 
Server gives a negative judgment to Step S1105 and gets back 
to step S1104. 
0272. In step S1106, the server transmits page data for a 
display to the terminal of the purchaser that Sends the 
instruction to put merchandise into the cart and has a page 
Screen indicative of no reservation displayed on a monitor of 
the purchaser's terminal. The Server transmits page data of 
the display and the reservation process of FIG. 35 is 
finished. The foregoing option Settlement proceSS will be 
explained. FIG. 37 represents a flow chart explaining how 
an option Settlement is processed by the Server of the Service 
provider. A process of FIG. 37 starts up when the server 
gives a positive judgment in step S1007 of FIG. 34. In step 
S1201 of FIG. 37, the server judges whether or not there is 
any merchandise other than reserved merchandise in the 
Shopping cart. The Server gives a positive judgment to Step 
S1201 when there is merchandise other than reserved mer 
chandise and proceeds to step S1202, but when there is not 
any merchandise other than reserved merchandise, the 
Server gives a negative judgment to Step S1201 and proceeds 
to step S1204. In step S1202, the server transmits page data 
for a display to the terminal of the purchaser and proceeds 
to step S1203. Then, a page screen for a delivery selection 
as shown in FIG. 38 is displayed on a monitor of the 
purchaser's terminal. In FIG. 38, an expected delivery date 
is displayed. 

0273 When the purchaser clicks on button 38B on a 
screen (FIG. 38) displayed on a monitor of the purchaser's 
terminal, data indicative of an instruction that reserved 
merchandise is delivered combined with other merchandise 
is transmitted to the server from the terminal of the pur 
chaser. In step S1203, the server judges whether or not a 
combined delivery instruction is transmitted from the ter 
minal of the purchaser. The Server gives a positive judgment 
to step S1203 and proceeds to step S1204, but when the 
combined delivery instruction isn’t received yet, the Server 
gives a negative judgment to Step S1203 and proceeds to 
step S1205. In step S1204, the server calculates to create a 
bill and proceeds to step S1206. In this case, as a number of 
a delivery of this merchandise is one delivery, the bill states 
one delivery charge and an amount of merchandise. In Step 
S1205, the server calculates to create the bill and proceeds 
to step S1206. In this case, as a delivery of merchandise is 
split into a plurality of deliveries, the bill states the delivery 
charge and the amount of merchandise per each merchandise 
delivery. In step S1206, the server transmits page data for a 
display to the terminal of the purchaser and proceeds to Step 
S1207. Thus, a page screen of the bill as shown in FIG. 39 
is displayed on a monitor of the purchaser's terminal. 
0274. When the purchaser clicks on a “Place an order 
with this content” button (not shown) on a screen (FIG. 39) 
displayed on the monitor of the purchaser's terminal, data 
indicative of an instruction to Settle is transmitted to the 
server from the terminal of the purchaser. In step S1207, the 
server whether or not the instruction to settle is transmitted 
from the terminal of the purchaser. The Server gives a 
positive judgment to step s1207 when the settlement instruc 
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tion is received and proceeds to step S1208, but when the 
instruction isn't received yet, the Server repeats a judgment 
process. In step S1208, the server finishes an option settle 
ment process of FIG. 37 after performing the settlement 
process. A normal Settlement process will be explained. A 
normal Settlement process omits the processes from Step 
S1201-step S1203 in the option settlement process of FIG. 
37 and the process of step S1205. The normal settlement 
proceSS Starts when the Server gives a negative judgment in 
step S1007 of FIG. 34, that is, there is no reserved mer 
chandise. In this case, merchandise in the cart is in Stock and 
one time delivery is just enough, So the bill can be created 
including one delivery charge and an amount of merchan 
dise. Thus, the normal Settlement process Starts from the 
process of step S1204. 

0275. In the option settlement process, a case where, 
when reserved merchandise is delivered combined with 
another merchandise, a delivery charge is calculated as one 
time delivery and further settlements of reserved merchan 
dise and another merchandise are jointly processed has been 
explained. A following explanation is a case where a deliv 
ery charge becomes free of charge depending upon a total 
amount of purchased merchandise or reserved merchandise 
is Settled Separately from another merchandise. 
0276 FIG. 40 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
decision of a delivery charge is processed depending upon a 
delivery method and a way of a settlement and this flow is 
performed in place of the option settlement process of FIG. 
37. In step S1301 of FIG. 40, the server creates a page 
Screen for a delivery method Selection and a Settlement 
selection and proceeds to step S1302. A delivery method 
Selection is to Select either one of a combined delivery of 
reserved merchandise and another merchandise or a separate 
delivery. A Settlement Selection is to Select either one of a 
joint collective Settlement of reserved merchandise and 
another merchandise or an installment Settlement. In Step 
S1302, the server transmits data of the created page screen 
to the terminal of the purchaser and proceeds to step S1303. 
Thus, the page Screen with a checkbox for a delivery method 
Selection (not shown) and a checkbox for a settlement 
Selection (not shown) is displayed on a monitor of the 
purchaser's terminal. 

0277. The purchaser places any of a checkmark in the 
checkbox on a Screen displayed on the terminal and clicks on 
an OK button (not shown), and data indicative of the 
delivery method and the way of the settlement is transmitted 
to the Server from the terminal of the purchaser. In Step 
s1303, the server gives a positive judgment to step S1303 
when data indicative of the instruction is received and 
proceeds to step S1304, but when data indicative of the 
instruction from the terminal isn't received, the Server gives 
a negative judgment to Step S1303 and repeats a judgment 
proceSS. 

0278. In step S1304, the server detects a number of a 
delivery D and proceeds to step S1305. When a delivery of 
merchandise is combined, D=1. In a case of a Separate 
delivery of reserved merchandise, De2. A figure of D takes 
a different figure Subject to an availability Status of reserved 
merchandise and a Scheduled Supply date of each of reserved 
merchandise. In step S1305, the server judges whether or not 
a Settlement is a lump-Sum payment. The Server gives a 
positive judgment to step S1305 when data indicative of an 
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instruction of the lump-sum payment is transmitted from the 
terminal of the purchaser and proceeds to step S1306, but 
when data indicative of an instruction of an installment 
payment is transmitted, the Server gives a negative judgment 
to step S1305 and proceeds to step S1307. In step S1306, the 
Server performs a Settlement process of the lump-Sum pay 
ment and a process of FIG. 40 is finished. In step S1307, the 
Server performs a Settlement process of the installment 
payment and a process of FIG. 40 is finished. 
0279 Alump-sum payment settlement will be explained. 
In the lump-sum payment Settlement, merchandise in Stock 
and reserved merchandise due to an out-of-Stock are jointly 
settled. FIG. 41 represents a flow chart explaining how the 
lump-sum payment Settlement is processed by the Server of 
the service provider. In step S1401, the server calculates a 
total amount E of purchased merchandise and reserved 
merchandise in the shopping cart and proceeds to Step 
S1402. In step S1402, the server calculates a chargeable 
number of a delivery D and proceeds to step S1403. Charge 
able number of a delivery D is calculated by G=D-(E/F), but 
F is a predetermined rate So as to provide a free-of-charge 
delivery Service. A fraction of a decimal point is rounded up. 
0280. In step S1403, the server judges whether or not 
GS0 is established. The Server gives a positive judgment to 
step S1403 when Gs0 is established and proceeds to step 
S1405, but when GZ0 is established, the server gives a 
negative judgment to Step S1403 and proceeds to Step 
S1404. In step S1405, the server creates the bill with 0 of a 
delivery charge and proceeds to step S1406. 

0281. In step S1406, the server transmits page data for the 
bill display to the terminal of the purchaser and proceeds to 
step S1407. Thus, a page screen of the bill as with that of 
FIG. 39 is displayed on a monitor of the purchaser's 
terminal. When the purchaser clicks on a “Place an order 
with this content” button (not shown) on a screen (FIG. 39) 
displayed on the terminal of the purchaser, data indicative of 
a Settlement instruction is transmitted to the Server. In Step 
S1407, the server judges whether or not data of indicative of 
the Settlement instruction is transmitted. The Server gives a 
positive judgment to step S1407 when data is received and 
proceeds to step S1408, but when data isn't received, the 
Server repeats a judgment process. 

0282. In step S1408, the server detects whether or not a 
payment is made by a credit card. A payment Selection is a 
process that the purchaser Selects a way of a payment among 
various ways of payments Such as, for instance, a credit card 
and cash on delivery. The Server gives a positive judgment 
to step S1408 when the credit card payment is made and 
proceeds to step S1409, but when the payment isn’t made by 
the credit card, the Server gives a negative judgment to Step 
S1408 and proceeds to step S1410. 
0283. In step S1409, the server connects to a credit card 
finance company the purchaser gets a finance contract with 
and checks out a line of credit inclusive of a payment 
amount payable by the credit card. The Server proceeds to 
step S1410 after performing the process of the line of credit 
check. In step S1410, the server performs a settlement when 
the line of credit is cleared and finishes the lump-sum 
payment process of FIG. 41. When the line of credit isn't 
cleared, the Server performs non-Settlement process and a 
process of FIG. 41 is finished. In this case, a purchase does 
not come into effect. An installment payment will be 
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explained. In an installment payment, a first comes a Settle 
ment of merchandise in Stock and a next Settlement comes 
after out-of-stock merchandise is supplied. FIG. 42 repre 
Sents a flow chart explaining how an installment payment is 
processed by the Server of the Service provider. In Step 
S1501, the server calculates a total amount H of merchan 
dise to be settled this time out of purchased merchandise and 
reserved merchandise in the Shopping cart and proceeds to 
step S1502. In step S1502, the server calculates a number of 
deliveries Jenabling a delivery Service to be free of charge 
and proceeds to step S1503. A free-of-chargeable number of 
deliveries J is calculated by J-H/F. F is a predetermined 
amount So as to make a delivery Service free of charge. A 
fraction of a decimal is rounded down. 

0284. In step S1503, the server judges whether or not J=0 
is established. The Server gives a positive judgment to Step 
S1503 when J=0 is established and proceeds to step S1504, 
but when Jz0 is established, the Server gives a negative 
judgment to step S1503 and proceeds to step S1505. In step 
S1506, the server sets J=J-1, and then, relating a value of J 
to a purchaser, the Server Stores the value of Jonto a database 
and proceeds to step S1506. In step S1506, the server creates 
a bill with 0 of a delivery charge and proceeds to step S1507. 
In step S1504, the server creates a bill including a delivery 
charge and proceeds to step S1507. 

0285) In step S1507, the server transmits page display 
data for a created bill and proceeds to step S1508. Thus, the 
same page screen of the bill as that of FIG. 39 is displayed 
on a monitor of the purchaser's terminal. The purchaser 
clicks on a “Place an order with this content” button (not 
shown) on a screen (FIG. 39) of a monitor of the purchaser's 
terminal, data indicative of a Settlement instruction is trans 
mitted to the server from the terminal of the purchaser. In 
step S1508, the server judges whether or not data of the 
Settlement instruction is transmitted. The Server gives a 
positive judgment to step S1508 when data is received and 
proceeds to step S1509, but when data isn't received, the 
Server repeats a judgment process. 

0286. In step S1509, the server detects whether or not a 
payment is made with a credit card. The Server gives a 
positive judgment to step S1509 when the payment is made 
with the credit card and proceeds to step S1510, but when 
the payment isn’t made with the credit card, the Server gives 
a negative judgment to step S1509 and proceeds to step 
S1513. 

0287. In step S1510, the server connects to a credit card 
finance company the purchaser gets a credit card finance 
contract with and checks out a line of credit for a Settlement 
amount this time payable by the credit card. The server 
performs a process of the line of credit check and proceeds 
to step S1511. In step S1511, the server performs a settle 
ment proceSS when the line of credit is cleared and proceeds 
to step S1512. In this step, a settlement of reserved mer 
chandise isn’t made. When the line of credit is rejected, the 
Server performs non-Settlement proceSS and proceeds to Step 
1512. When non-settlement process is performed, the pur 
chase does not come into effect. In step S1512, the server 
checks out a line of credit amount of reserved merchandise 
except for the Settlement amount this time. The Server 
performs the process of the line of credit check and proceeds 
to step S1513. Thus, as it is possible to check out that the 
payment through the credit card makes it possible to pur 
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chase reserved merchandise, a credibility of reservation gets 
enhanced. In step S1513, the server finishes the installment 
payment settlement process of FIG. 42 when the line of 
credit is cleared. However, when the line of credit is 
rejected, the Server performs another Settlement rather than 
the credit card and finishes the installment payment Settle 
ment process of FIG. 42. 
0288 According to the on-line shop with content of this 
embodiment, a following effect is obtained. 

0289 (1) The service provider prepares a polygon 
image of a camera body and another polygon image 
of each accessory Such as an interchangeable lens 
and makes it possible to create a composite by 
combining these images. Thus, a purchaser can See 
an image of each accessory being attached to the 
camera body before purchasing merchandise. The 
Service provider does not have to take various com 
binations of pictures that each accessory is actually 
attached to a camera body, So it Saves the Service 
provider time and trouble. 

0290 (2) The service provider can access a database 
Storing information of a membership registration of 
a log-in purchaser, read out information about a 
model Such as a purchaser's camera and make a 
Suggestion about new merchandise Such as an acces 
Sory for the camera to the purchaser. Therefore, the 
Service provider never makes a Suggestion about the 
Same merchandise as has been already owned by the 
purchaser and even if the purchaser does not take a 
trouble to Search, the Service provider automatically 
puts forward a Suggestion about an accessory for a 
camera owned by the purchaser. Thus, a convenient 
shop Service for a purchaser can be provided. 

0291 (3) In addition to (2), a suggestion about new 
merchandise depending upon merchandise the pur 
chaser has already put into a shopping cart is made, 
So a Suggestion about the same merchandise as the 
purchaser has already put into a shopping cart is not 
put forward. Thus, a convenient Shop Service for a 
purchaser is provided. 

0292 (4) As a stock (a virtual stock) is managed by 
a relative increase/decrease in a Stock with reference 
to a beginning absolute Stock and a Stock n varying 
in real time Synchronizing with a status of content in 
a shopping cart, the manager can See how many 
merchandise are increased/decreased against the 
beginning stock by the figure specified in box 28H of 
an increase/decrease in a Stock and can also See a 
surplus/short by the stock n displayed in box 28H of 
the present Stock. 

0293 (5) In a management of merchandise informa 
tion, a different merchandise ID is allocated and 
managed as Separate merchandise even though 
wrapped merchandise and name-engraved merchan 
dise and So are the same merchandise. Thus, in 
comparison to wrapping merchandise when 
requested, a working efficiency becomes enhanced. 

0294 (6) Only when a stock n of merchandise 
becomes below a given number Z for the first time 
Since a given time, a mail conveying a decrease in 
the Stock of the merchandise is transmitted to the 
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manager. Therefore, even when a lot of purchasers 
Visit an on-line shop at the same time and the Stock 
varying moment to moment becomes larger or 
Smaller than Z, the same mail is not transmitted over 
and over again to the manager. 

0295 (7) Every time a stock n becomes below 0, a 
mail conveying 0 of the Stock of the merchandise is 
transmitted to the manager. Therefore, the manager 
can see how many times the merchandise has been 
put into a shopping cart from the number of the 
received mail conveying 0 of the Stock. 

0296 (8) When the stock 0 of merchandise is 0, a 
message conveying an out-of-Stock is transmitted to 
the terminal of the purchaser at a time when the 
purchaser puts the merchandise into a cart. There 
fore, while the purchaser operates a terminal to 
perform a Settlement process of merchandise put into 
a cart, this merchandise does not become out of 
Stock. That is, merchandise that isn't out of Stock at 
a time when the merchandise is put into a cart is 
purchasable without making a reservation. 

0297 (9) When the stock is 0, in accordance with a 
Status of the checkbox of column 28G on a manage 
ment Screen of merchandise information managed 
per each of merchandise, whether an out-of-Stock is 
displayed, a Sold-out is displayed, a display of the 
merchandise is continued and the display of the 
merchandise is halted are decided. Therefore, con 
tent of a display at an out-of-stock can be varied with 
merchandise in Such a way that merchandise taking 
Some time to be Supplied carries an out-of-Stock 
display, Sold-out merchandise with a limited avail 
able number carries a Sold-out display and discon 
tinued merchandise halts a display. As a result, 
Self-explanatory out-of-Stock information to a pur 
chaser can be provided. 

0298 (10) When the stock n of merchandise that a 
purchaser puts into a cart is 0 (step S1002), infor 
mation of an out-of-Stock and a Scheduled Supply 
date is transmitted to the terminal of the purchaser 
and a reservation can be made via reservation button 
36B. Thus, a purchaser can make a purchase reser 
Vation readily. 

0299 (11) An on-line lottery is provided to a pur 
chaser purchasing merchandise at an on-line shop 
and when an address of a prize is the same as that of 
purchased merchandise, an instruction of a combined 
delivery is issued (step S909). Thus, a delivery cost 
can be reduced when compared to a separate deliv 
ery. 

0300 (12) When a purchaser purchases in-stock 
merchandise and out-of-Stock merchandise, whether 
or not in-Stock merchandise and out-of-Stock mer 
chandise are delivered combined is checked out (step 
S1203). Therefore, the purchaser can select any of 
delivery methods depending upon merchandise 
availability, namely, a combined delivery of in-Stock 
merchandise and out-of-Stock merchandise when 
Supplied or a separate delivery just like a delivery of 
in-Stock merchandise comes first and the next comes 
reserved merchandise. 
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0301 (13) When a purchaser purchases out-of-stock 
merchandise and in-Stock merchandise, whether or 
not a lump Sum Settlement of in-Stock merchandise 
and reserved merchandise due to an out-of-Stock is 
made is checked out (step S1509). If instructions of 
an installment payment is received and further a 
credit card Settlement is received (Yes judgment of 
step S1509), a line of credit payable for reserved 
merchandise is checked out (step S1512) separately 
from this time Settlement amount. As a result, as it is 
also confirmed that reserved merchandise is purchas 
able, reservation credibility is increased. 

0302) 
0303 A category of on-line album 5 will be explained. 
An on-line album is called as an electric album. A web 
Service user clicks on link button 24 to “On-line album' on 
the screen of top page 10 of FIG. 3, the top page screen of 
the category of the on-line album (not shown) is displayed 
on the terminal. When the Service user logs in this top page, 
a page Screen as shown in FIG. 43 is displayed on a monitor 
of the terminal. AS explained before, a Service use of on-line 
album 5 is not available until the service user with a web 
membership registration enters a log-in name and password. 
0304) In FIG. 43, each location described as “Album 
creation”, “Printout service”, “Photo mail” and “Welcome to 
a first user' is embedded to information of each link. The 
Service user clicks on an underlined letter and button of 
“Album creation', a page Screen for an album creation is 
further displayed. The album creation is performed in Such 
a way that the Service userborrows a data Storage area inside 
an album Server the Supplier prepares and Stores an image 
onto the data Storage area. The Service user uses the data 
Storage area Storing the image as an electric album. Storage 
of an image onto an electric album is called a registration of 
an image. 

-Album Printout Service 

0305) A memory size (memory capacity) of an album 
data Storage area is, for instance, 50 MB per perSon, effective 
for one year (usable period of time). A preferred treatment 
Such as a larger memory size and a longer effective period 
than a Standard one is appropriately available to a Service 
user that records a customer registration. A registered image 
data Stored onto an electric album by a Service user is 
principally read out from a data Storage area to a terminal by 
the Service user and the image via this image data is viewed 
by the service user. When a service user wants the album to 
be viewed by another Service user or permits another Service 
user to view the album, the Service user can put the album 
on view, notifying its intension to the Service provider. The 
album put on view is displayed on a screen of FIG. 43 as the 
open album. In an example of FIG. 43, an explanation is 
displayed at album 1, album 2 and album 3 with a typical 
Sample image of each album. When a Service user clicks on 
any of images and the underlined letter of the album, image 
data Stored at each album is transmitted from a storage area 
of this image data to a terminal of the Service user. Then, the 
Service user can view the image created by this transmitted 
data on a monitor of the user's terminal. 

0306 When an album is not put on view, the album is 
private and only a Service user that creates the album is 
eligible for viewing the album, but another Service user 
can’t. A setting of “Put on view”/"Private” is determined per 
each registered image by the Service user that creates the 
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album. There are two types of “Put on view”, an uncondi 
tional “Put on view” and “Put on view” with a password. 
The Server, when an album is put on view unconditionally, 
allows anybody of the Service user to read out image data 
and when a password is required to View the album, the 
Server permits only a Service user that types a password to 
read out image data. An album put on View is introduced 
with a display of a typical image on a screen of FIG. 43 and 
further it is classified per category of the album and the 
classified album is also introduced. For example, when a 
Service user clicks on underlined “Category 1’, a page 
Screen introducing the album classified into category 1 with 
a typical image of each album appears for a display. Accord 
ingly, the album put on view is classified per each category 
and the classified album is introduced. In FIG. 43, when a 
Service user clicks on “Printout Service' and a button, a page 
Screen for a printout Service is coming up for a display. The 
printout Service is a Service in which a Service provider 
prints out a high definition hard copy of an image registered 
in an electric album and the hard copy can be delivered to 
the Service user. An actual printout Service may be per 
formed by the service provider or outsourced to a third party 
by the Service provider. A printout Service procedure is 
flowed as follows; 

0307) CD A Service user logs in an on-line album of 
the Service provider, 

0308) (2) The Service user Selects an image out of 
registered images, 

(0309 (3) The service user checks out a printout 
charge, a payment method and an address of a 
printout delivery, 

0310 (4) The Service user places an order, 
0311) (5) The service provider takes the order, 
0312) (6) The Service provider makes a printout and 
deliveries it. 

0313. In FIG. 43, when a service user clicks on under 
lined “Photo mail and a button, a page Screen for a mail 
Service further appears for a display. The photo mail is a mail 
Service that enables information linked to an image regis 
tered onto an electric album to be attached. A mail receiver 
of the photo mail can read out image data registered onto the 
electric album by Selecting information of a link written in 
the mail, for instance, by Specifying URL and browse the 
image. 

0314. In FIG. 43, when the service user clicks on under 
lined “Welcome to a first visit” and a button, a page screen 
introducing how to use an on-line album Service appears for 
a display. Referring to this introduction page, the Service 
user obtains information Such as a usage of the electric 
album. In accordance with the on-line album service of this 
embodiment, the Service provider provides to a Service user 
a following Service. 
0315 -Delete an Album when a Service User Has Not 
Logged in for a Given Period of Time 
0316. An on-line album service lends a service user a 
data Storage area Storing an image, So a large data Storage 
area is required in comparison to a mail and the like. 
Therefore, in order not to keep on holding a data Storage area 
for a Service user that has not been using this Service, data 
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Stored in a data Storage area lent to the Service user is deleted 
when the Service has not been used and a given period has 
elapsed. Accordingly, this data Storage area can be lent to 
another Service user. 

0317 FIG. 44 represents a flow chart explaining how an 
album deletion is processed. A process of FIG. 44 is 
performed regularly once a month. In step S2001, the server 
accesses a database and Searches log-in data recorded per 
each service user and proceeds to step S2002. In step S2002, 
the Server judges whether or not there is a Service user with 
no log-in record for more than a first given period. The first 
given period is, for example, one year. The Server, when 
there is a Service user with no log-in record, gives a positive 
judgment to step S2002 and proceeds to step S2003, but 
when there is not, the Server gives a negative judgment to 
step S2002 and proceeds to step S2006. 
0318. In step S2003, the server judges whether or not the 
Service user has an album. When the Service user registers 
the album, the Server gives a positive judgment to Step 
S2003 and proceeds to step S2004, but when the album is 
not registered, the Server gives a negative judgment to Step 
S2003 and a process of FIG. 44 is finished. When step 
S2003 is given the negative judgment, the album isn’t 
deleted. 

0319. In step S2004, the server deletes all the albums the 
service user registers and proceeds to step S2005. In step 
S2005, the server transmits to the service user a mail 
notifying that the albums are deleted because of no record of 
a log-in for more than the first given period and a process of 
FIG. 44 is finished. 

0320 In step S2006, the server judges whether or not 
there is a Service user with no log-in record for less than the 
first given period and more than a Second given period. The 
Second given period is, for example, 11 months. The Server, 
when there is the Service user with no log-in record, gives a 
positive judgment to step S2006 and proceeds to step S2007, 
but when there isn't, gives a negative judgment to Step S2006 
and A process of FIG. 44 is finished. When step S2006 is 
given the negative judgment, the album isn't deleted. 

0321) In step S2007, the server judges whether or not the 
Service user has an album. When the Service user registers 
the album, the Server gives a positive judgment to Step 
S2007 and proceeds to step S2008, but when the album is 
not registered, the Server gives a negative judgment to Step 
S2007 and a process of FIG. 44 is finished. When step 
S2007 is given the negative judgment, the album isn’t 
deleted. 

0322. In step S2008, the server transmits a mail warning 
that albums will be deleted because of no log-in record for 
more than the first given period and a process of FIG. 44 is 
finished. Accordingly, the warning mail is transmitted to the 
Service user that has not been using this Service for more 
than the Second given period before the album is deleted. 
0323 -No Deletion of an Album Now Browsed by 
Another Service User 

0324 Even when a service user registering an album has 
not logged in, the album that is now put on view and 
browsed by another Service user isn't deleted. Accordingly, 
the Service provider can Secure a prospective user that uses 
this Service with an eye to browsing the album put on view. 
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0325 FIG. 45 represents a flow chart explaining how an 
album deletion is processed by the server of the service 
provider. A process of FIG. 45 is performed regularly once 
a month. In step S2101, the server searches log-in data 
recorded per each a service user and proceeds to step S2002. 
In step S2102, the server judges whether or not there is a 
Service user with no log-in record for more than the first 
given period. The Server, when there is a Service user with 
no log-in record, gives a positive judgment to Step S2102 
and proceeds to step S2103, but when there is not, the server 
gives a negative judgment to Step S2102 and proceeds to 
step S2108. 
0326 In step S2103, the server judges whether or not the 
Service user has an album. When the Service user registers 
the album, the Server gives a positive judgment to Step 
S2103 and proceeds to step S2104, but when the album is 
not registered, the Server gives a negative judgment to Step 
S2103 and a process of FIG. 45 is finished. When step 
S2103 is given the negative judgment, the album isn’t 
deleted. 

0327 In step S2104, the server searches data indicative 
of an acceSS Status of each album registered by the Service 
user and proceeds to step S2105. In step S2105, the serve 
judges whether or not there is an album with no acceSS 
record during the first given period. The Server, when there 
is the album, gives a positive judgment to Step S2105 and 
proceeds to step S2106, but when there isn't the album, 
gives a negative judgment to Step S2105 and proceeds to Step 
S2111. 

0328. When step S2106 is given the negative judgment, 
the Server deletes an album with no acceSS record out of 
albums the service user registers and proceeds to step S2107. 
0329. In step S2107, the server transmits to the service 
user a mail notifying that the album with no log-in record for 
more than the first period was deleted and a process of FIG. 
45 is finished. 

0330. In step S2108, the server judges whether or not 
there is a Service user with no log-in rack record for less than 
the first given period and more than the Second given period. 
When there is the Service user, the Server gives a positive 
judgment to step S2108 and proceeds to step S2109, but 
when there isn't the Service user, the Server gives a negative 
judgment to step S2108 and a process of FIG. 45 is finished. 
When step S2108 is given the negative judgment, the album 
isn't deleted. 

0331. In step S2109, the server judges whether or not the 
Service user has an album. The Server, when the Service user 
registers the album, gives a positive judgment to Step S2109 
and proceeds to step S2110, but when the album isn’t 
registered, the Server gives a negative judgment to Step 
S2109 and a process of FIG. 45 is finished. When step 
S2109 is given the negative judgment, the album isn’t 
deleted. 

0332. In step S2110, the server accesses a database to 
Search data indicative of an acceSS Status of each album the 
Service user registers and proceeds to Step S2111. In Step 
S2111, the server judges whether or not there is an album 
with no access record for more than the Second given period. 
The Server, when there is the album, gives a positive 
judgment to step S2111 and proceeds to step S2112, but 
when there isn’t, the Server gives a negative judgment to Step 
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S2111 and A process of FIG. 45 is finished. When step 
S2111 is given the negative judgment, the album isn’t 
deleted. 

0333. In step S2112, the server transmits to the service 
user a mail warning that an album with no log-in or acceSS 
record for more than the first given period will be deleted 
and a process of FIG. 45 is finished. Accordingly, the 
warning mail is transmitted to the Service user with no use 
record for more than the Second given period before an 
album with no acceSS is actually deleted. 
0334 -Delete an Album Registered by a Service User 
Who Resigns its Web Membership 
0335 FIG. 46 represents a flow chart explaining how an 
album deletion is processed by the server of the service 
provider. A process of FIG. 46 starts when a web member 
ship resignation procedure is finished. In step S2301, the 
Server judges whether or not a resigned member has an 
album. The Server, when the resigned member ha registered 
the album, gives a positive judgment to Step S2301 and 
proceeds to step S2302, but when the resigned member has 
not registered, gives a negative judgment to Step S2301 and 
proceeds to step S2303. In step S2302, the server deletes the 
album registered by the resigned member and proceeds to 
steps2303. In this case, the server leaves content written in 
a bulletin board and data of data size reduced image (for 
instance, thumbnail image) attached to this writing. What is 
all about a thumbnail will be explained later. 
0336. In step S2303, the server transfers data indicative 
of a nickname and a photo mail address for the bulletin 
board the resigned member used from a database Storing 
information about a web member to a database area Storing 
information about a resigned web member and proceeds to 
step S2304. Storing information about the resigned web 
member, the Server makes Sure not to allocate the same 
nickname and photo mail address as those of the resigned 
web members to a prospective web member. In step S2304, 
the Server judges whether or not the resigned web member 
registered a customer registration. The Server, when the 
resigned web member registered the customer registration, 
gives a positive judgment to Step S2304 and proceeds to Step 
S2305, but when the customer registration wasn't per 
formed, gives a negative judgment to Step S2304 and 
proceeds to step S2306. 
0337. In step S2305, the server deletes unnecessary data 
as customer registration data from data recorded at a web 
membership registration by the resigned web member and a 
process of FIG. 46 is finished. In step S2306, the server 
deletes all data recorded at a web membership registration 
by the resigned web member and a process of FIG. 46 is 
finished. 

0338) 
0339. The service provider classifies an album registered 
by a Service user into each category and manages the 
categorized album and enables registered image data to be 
browsed per each category. Generally, an image against 
public decency is considered to converge to a specific 
category and registered. Thus, the Service provider manages 
an album in Such a way that the provider can readily check 
out the album per each category. 
0340 FIG. 47 represents an example of a management 
page Screen for managing an album. The management page 

-Album Management 
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Screen is prepared per each category of the registered album 
by the Service provider. A manager predetermined by the 
Service provider performs a given operation onto the Server 
and then the Server transmits management data to a terminal 
of the manager and the management screen of FIG. 47 is 
displayed on the terminal of the manager. In FIG. 47, when 
the registered album is rearranged per a category and the 
rearranged album is displayed, the manager ticks "Rear 
range' in the checkbox of a first priority and clicks on 
execute button 47E, selecting “Category' from pull-down 
menu 47A. With this operation, a list of albums belonging to 
a “category' is displayed. And also, when displaying a list 
of albums belonging to a “Landscape' in a category, the 
manager ticks an "Extract' in the checkbox of a first priority 
and selects a “Category' for pull-down menu 47A. And 
further, the manager Selects the “Landscape” from pull 
down menu 47B and clicks on execute button 47E. Accord 
ingly, the list of the albums belonging to the categorized 
landscape as represented in FIG. 47 is displayed. As repre 
sented in the example of FIG. 47, a user ID of the service 
user that registers the album, a category name (in this case, 
a landscape), an album name (when the album name is 
registered), a number of registered image and a registered 
time of day are displayed as a list. 
0341 In addition to a category, pull-down menu 47A 
includes a registered time of day, a camera in use, a way of 
picture-taking, membership, a last time log-in and a number 
of browsing and they are configured in Such a way that the 
rearrangement and extraction of the album are possible. 
Also, as a second priority, pull-down menu 47C and 47D 
performing the rearrangement and extraction are provided 
and the rearrangement and extraction can be performed by 
further adding a condition of the Second priority to a 
condition of the first priority. Selected content of any of 
selected pull-down menus 47A-47D is kept on being dis 
played while the list is displayed, So it is easy to further 
rearrange the displayed list of the album or extract again. 
0342. In FIG. 47, for instance, when selecting a “Camera 
in use” from pull-down menu 47A and ticking the “Rear 
rangement', a model name of the camera in use in place of 
the category is displayed and a list of the album registering 
images taken with the model is displayed. 
0343 FIG. 48 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
creation of a list of an album is processed by the Server of 
the service provider. A process of FIG. 48 starts when the 
manager clicks on execute button 47E. In step S2401, the 
Server executes the rearrangement and extraction according 
to a condition of a Selected pull-down menu and proceeds to 
step S2402. In step S2402, the server judges whether or not 
a process of the rearrangement and extraction is finished. 
The server gives a positive judgment to step S2402 when the 
process is finished and proceeds to step S2403, but when the 
proceSS isn’t finished, the Server gives a negative judgment 
to Step S2402 and a process of the judgment is repeated. 

0344) In step S2403, the server creates a page screen of 
a list of an album and proceeds to step S2404. In step S2404, 
the Server transmits data of the page Screen to a terminal of 
the manager and a process of FIG. 48 is finished. Thus, a 
management screen as shown in FIG. 47 is displayed on the 
terminal of the manager. 
0345 When, for instance, the manager clicks on under 
lined “Mt. Fuji” in an album name on the management 
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screen of FIG. 47 browsed on the terminal of the manager, 
image data stored onto the album name “Mt. Fuji” is read out 
and a thumbnail image is displayed on a monitor of the 
terminal of the manager. The thumbnail image is a con 
tracted image of original image data being contracted, for 
example, by eliminating Some of original image data and the 
like. FIG. 49(a) represents the thumbnail created by image 
data stored onto the album name “Mt. Fuji”. In FIG. 49(a), 
ten images Stored onto the album, that is, Six images 1-6 out 
of image data of images 1-10 are displayed as thumbnails 
1-6. When an image is titled, the title of each image is 
displayed beneath each thumbnail image. 

0346) When the manger clicks on, for instance, thumbnail 
image 1 while the thumbnail images represented in FIG. 
49(a) are displayed, a larger image created by image data of 
image 1 than the thumbnail image is displayed on the 
monitor of the terminal of the manager. At this time, a 
picture-taking condition Such as a camera in use, an aperture 
number, a shutter Speed, a Speed light, an exposure com 
pensation value and So and information of whether or not an 
image is displayed in a bulletin board to be explained later 
are displayed together with the image. Information of the 
picture-taking condition and whether or not the image is 
displayed in the bulletin board registered in the album is 
information that is displayed on the management Screen for 
the manager and that is not transmitted to a terminal of a 
Service user. Namely, what a Service user can browse is only 
a title that is attached to an image put on View and the image 
put on View. 

0347 –Preferred Service of a Memory Size for an 
Album and a Period of Use to a Service User with a 
Customer Registration 

0348 AS shown in FIG. 1, an album server is a server 
that performs the album service different from a server 
responsible for another Services. Thus, membership infor 
mation necessary for the album Service, for example, infor 
mation Such as a log-in name, a photo mail address, a Service 
flag and additional Service flag and the like is Stored even in 
an album Service Server. The Service flag is a flag that is 
turned on when a member has recorded a customer regis 
tration. 

0349 FIG. 50 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
preferred Service is processed by the Server of the Service 
provider. A process of FIG. 50 starts up when a service user 
logs in through a top page Screen of on-line album 5. 

0350. In step S2501 of FIG. 50, the server accesses a 
database in the album Service Server and Searches for mem 
bership information and proceeds to step S2502. In step 
S2502, the server judges whether or not there is logged-in 
membership information. The Server gives a positive judg 
ment to step S2502 when there is information, but when 
there isn’t, the Server gives a negative judgment to Step 
S2502 and proceeds to step S2503. In step S2503, the server 
registerS membership information onto a database in the 
album service server and proceeds to step S2504. 
0351. In step S2504, the server judges whether or not the 
Server receives data indicative of a Service user having 
recorded a customer registration when an album printout 
Service is logged in. The Server gives a positive to Step 
S2504 when data indicative of the registered customer is 
received and proceeds to step S2505, but when data isn’t 
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received, the Server gives a negative judgment to Step S2504 
and proceeds to step S2507. In step S2505, the server judges 
whether or not a Service flag in membership information is 
ON. The server gives a positive judgment to step S2505 
when the service flag is ON and proceeds to step S2507, but 
when the Service flag isn't ON, the Server gives a negative 
judgment to step S2505 and proceeds to step S2506. In step 
S2506, the server turns the service flag ON and proceeds to 
step S2507. The server gives preferred treatment to a service 
user whose Service flag is ON, for instance, with an increase 
of an album memory size to a 100 MB from a standard 50 
MB and an extended period of use to an indefinite period 
from a one-year period. In step S2507, the server judges 
whether or not the Server receives data indicative of point 
information when logging in the album printout Service. 
Point information is information that relates to a point 
addition when the point is Selected on a gift Selection page 
Screen at the completion of the customer registration. This 
point is also added when an answer is displayed in a bulletin 
board to be explained later. The Server gives a positive 
judgment to step S2507 when data was received, but when 
data wasn't received, the Server gives a negative judgment 
to step S2507 and a process of FIG. 50 is finished. 
0352. In step S2508, the server judges whether or not an 
extended service flag of is ON. The server gives a positive 
judgment to step S2508 when the extended service flag is 
ON and a process of FIG. 50 is finished, but when the 
extended Service flag isn't ON, the Server gives a negative 
judgment to step S2508 and proceeds to step S2509. In step 
S2509, the server turns ON the extended service flag and a 
process of FIG. 50 is finished. 
0353. The server gives preferred treatment to a service 
user whose extended Service flag is ON, for example, with 
an increase in an album memory size by further 50 MB. 
0354 According to foregoing process of FIG. 50, the 
extended service flag is turned ON unconditionally to a 
Service user with points, in other words, an album memory 
size is enlarged further by 50 MB. Instead, in exchange for 
turning ON the extended Service flag, the points owned by 
the service user may be reduced. When the points owned by 
the service user is traded for preferred treatment provided by 
the Service provider, in addition to enlarging the album 
memory size as preferred treatment, the printout Service may 
be made free of charge. 
0355 -Make a File Name of Image Data to be Regis 
tered onto an Album Random 

0356. For example, when a file name of image data at an 
image registration onto the album is given with a consecu 
tive number, once one of image data file names is known, it 
becomes easy to guess a file name of another image data. 
The album Service Server, when image data to be registered 
onto an album is uploaded to the Server from a Service user, 
renames the file of this image data and registers the renamed 
file onto a data storage area. FIG. 51 represents a flow chart 
explaining how a process to decide a file name is performed 
by the server of the service provider. 
0357. A process of FIG. 51 starts up when a service user 
begins to upload registered image. 

0358 In step S2201, the server judges whether or not an 
upload of data of one image file is completed. The Server 
gives a positive judgment to Step S2201 when the upload is 
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completed and proceeds to step S2202, but when the upload 
is n’t completed, the Server gives a negative judgment to Step 
S2201 and a judgment process is repeated until the upload 
is completed. In step S2202, the server decides a file name 
of the uploaded image data at random and proceeds to Step 
S2203. To decide a file name, a technology of a known one 
time password is used. The Server creates a file name as a 
parameter of, for example, a time when this image file is 
uploaded. Thus, even when the image data file is Succes 
Sively uploaded, as an uploaded time of each image data file 
is different, the all-different file names are created against 
these image data files. Accordingly, a random file name that 
can’t be guessed from a file name of another image data 
registered onto the album is decided. 
0359. In step S2203, the server transfers the image data 

file that was uploaded and given a random file name to a 
predetermined folder in response to a Service user and a 
process of FIG. 51 is finished. 
0360. In a process of FIG. 51, when a plurality of image 
data are registered onto an album, a file name that can’t 
guess another file name each other is given to these image 
data files. AS a result, it does not take place that, once any 
of image data of an album is opened, a file name of another 
image data is guessed from an opened file name of image 
data of the album and private image data with the guessed 
file name is read out. According to the album printout 
Service performed by content of the foregoing embodiment, 
a following effect will be available. 

0361 (1) When a service user registering an album 
has no Service use record for a given period, data 
Stored onto a data Storage area for an album lent to 
the Service user is deleted. As a result, this data 
Storage area can be lent to another Service user, So the 
data Storage area can be used efficiently. 

0362 (2) Even if a service user registering the 
album has not used the album service, this album 
cannot be deleted by another service user while the 
album is put on view and browsed. Thus, the service 
provider can Secure a prospective Service user that 
aims at an album put on view. 

0363 (3) The service provider classifies an album 
registered by a Service user into a category and has 
registered image data viewed per the category. Thus, 
it becomes possible to monitor a specific category 
intensively in which images against public decency 
converge. 

0364 (4) Based upon data of picture-taking infor 
mation recorded onto image data registered onto an 
album, information of a picture-taking condition 
Such as a camera, an aperture number, a Shutter 
Speed, a speed light and an exposure compensation 
that shot this image and of whether or not the image 
is carried in a bulletin board is displayed on the 
terminal of the manager. If a lot of registered albums 
are Scrutinized, for instance, information about what 
picture-taking condition is preferred by a Service 
user may be obtained, So obtained information may 
be useful in developing a new camera. 

0365 (5) Preferred treatment is given to a service 
user that has recorded a customer registration with a 
larger memory size (memory capacity) of an album 
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data Storage area than a normal size and an extended 
period of use. Thus, the Service user may be urged to 
record the customer registration. 

0366 (6) Even when an image data file to be reg 
istered onto an album is uploaded Successively, a 
completely different random file name is given to 
each image data file. Thus, it may be prevented that 
a file name of another image data is guessed from the 
file name of image data put on view and private 
image data is browsed. 

0367. In the rearrangement of a display of a list of an 
album, the rearrangement or extraction is performed per the 
album. If an image is registered per image data, not using a 
concept of an album, the rearrangement and extraction may 
be performed per this image data. 

0368) 
0369 A service user clicks on link button 71 linked to a 
page of a "Bulletin board” on a category page Screen of 
community 7 in FIG. 5, and a top page screen of a “Bulletin 
board” (not shown) is displayed on a monitor of a terminal. 
A Service user logs in through the top page Screen, and then 
a page Screen as shown in FIG. 52 is displayed on a monitor 
of a terminal. A service use of the bulletin board is not 
available until a Service user that has recorded a web use 
membership registration logs in by keying a log-in name and 
password. This bulletin board is also called as an electric 
bulletin board. 

-Bulletin Board 

0370. In the bulletin board service, a question posed by a 
Service user is open to Service users and answerable by 
another Service user that views the question in the bulletin 
board. A Service user poses a question in the bulletin board 
using a nickname and an answer is displayed in the bulletin 
board with the nickname. There are two kinds of the bulletin 
board Service; "Listen to in a question auction” that a 
questioner Solicits answers widely from indefinite Web Ser 
Vice members and "Listen to an expert' that the questioner 
Solicits an answer from an expert. A Service user clicks on 
any of either button 52C corresponding to “Listen to in a 
question auction” or button 52D corresponding to “Listen to 
an expert' and Selects any of them. An expert means a 
member that has answered the question displayed in the 
bulletin board. An expert answers the question displayed in 
the bulletin board, and a point moves to the expert answering 
the question from the member displaying the question in the 
board. More specifically, the expert reads the question and 
writes the answer in the bulletin board, and then the point 
moves when the questioner reads out the answer written in 
the bulletin board. The point is usable as remuneration for 
the answer. AS for this point, the point that has been 
explained as a gift of the customer registration can be used. 
The Server lays a question open to a member of a web 
Service use when content written in the board is made 
available to an indefinite member and in the event that the 
content in the bulletin board is aimed at a Specific member, 
the Specific member can read it out by entering a password. 

0371. At a left lower part of a screen shown in FIG. 52, 
a nickname of an expert is viewed with gained points. An 
expert that has many gained points indicates that the expert 
has answered many questions. When any of underlined 
“Category 1”, “Category 2”, “Category 3” and the like is 
clicked on, a list of experts in relation to a question belong 
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ing to each category is displayed in gained points order. That 
is, a nickname of an expert is classified per each question 
and the classified nickname is managed. When an underlined 
“OOx” of a nickname of an expert is clicked on, a page 
Screen (e.g. FIG. 63) introducing the expert is displayed on 
a monitor of a terminal. A questioner can decide a specific 
expert belonging to a question by referring to information 
about an expert like FIG. 63. 
0372. When a questioner poses a question to a specific 
expert in the bulletin board, button 52D and a category 
falling under the question are clicked on, the questioner 
transmits the question designated for the Specific expert 
Selected from an expert list to the Server. When a questioner 
uses "Listen to in a question auction', the questioner clickS 
on button 52C and a category belonging to a question and 
transmits the question to the Server. When transmitting the 
question to the Server, a nickname is entered into nickname 
box 52A and the question is written into question box 52B 
and underlined “Pose a question' is clicked on, and then data 
of the question is transmitted from a terminal of the ques 
tioner (the Service user) to the server. 
0373). According to a bulletin board service of this 
embodiment, the Service provider provides a following 
Service to a Service user. 

0374 -Place an Image Registered onto an Album in the 
Bulletin Board 

0375 An image placed in the board could make things 
more easily understood than letters only in the bulletin 
board. In FIG. 52, when a questioner (a service user) clicks 
on underlined “Place an image', an image in an album 
registered by the questioner (the Service user) can be placed 
in the bulletin board by being attached to a question. It 
should be noted that an image to be placed is the image that 
is put on View, not private one. Also, in addition to the image 
that a questioner has registered, an image to be placed with 
a question may be a registered image that another Service has 
put on view. If image data is placed in the bulletin board as 
it is, an amount of data Stored onto the bulletin board Server 
upSurges and data for the bulletin board gets full So rapidly. 
0376) Therefore, this bulletin board service of this 
embodiment creates a thumbnail image with a contracted 
data Size in comparison to original image data registered in 
an album and this thumbnail image is placed in the bulletin 
board. 

0377 FIGS. 53 and 54 represent a flow chart explaining 
how a thumbnail image is processed to be placed in the 
board by the server of the service provider. Processes of 
FIGS. 53 and 54 start up when a questioner (a service user) 
clicks on “Place an image” on a screen of FIG. 52. In step 
S1701 of FIG. 53, the server judges whether or not a log-in 
Service user has an album. The Server gives a positive 
judgment to step S1701 when the service user has registered 
the album and proceeds to step S1702, but when the service 
user hasn’t, the Server gives a negative judgment to Step 
S1701 and proceeds to step S1707. 
0378. In step S1702, the server reads out image data of 
the album (thereafter referred to my album) that the service 
user has registered and proceeds to Step S1703, creating data 
of a top page Screen (not shown). Data of the created top 
page Screen is transmitted to a terminal of the Service user 
and the top page Screen of my album is displayed on the 
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terminal of the Service user. This top page Screen displayS, 
for example, a thumbnail created by image data in my album 
and a title as shown in FIG. 49(a). The service user clicks 
on a thumbnail image that the Service user wants to place in 
the bulletin board. 

0379. In step S1703, the server judges whether or not an 
image in my album is Selected. The Server gives a positive 
judgment to step S1703 when a thumbnail image is clicked 
on and proceeds to step S1711, but when the thumbnail 
image isn't clicked on, the Server gives a negative judgment 
to Step S1703 and a judgment process is repeated. In Step 
S1711, the Server judges whether or not the Selected image 
is private. When the Selected image is Set to be private, the 
Server gives a positive judgment to Step S1711 and proceeds 
to step S1712 of FIG. 54, but when the image is set to be put 
on View, the Server gives a negative judgment to Step S1711 
and proceeds to step S1704. 
0380. In step S1704, the server creates image data of the 
thumbnail Selected by a clicked operation and a larger 
middle-sized image data than image data of the thumbnail 
with regard to a data Size and Stores them onto a predeter 
mined image folder in a bulletin board Server respectively. 
The image folder where thumbnail image data and middle 
sized image data are Stored respectively is provided Sepa 
rately from a storage area Storing data of writing into the 
bulletin board and an album data Storage area Storing image 
data (original data) of my album. The server Stores thumb 
nail image data and middle-sized image data respectively, 
and proceeds to step S1705. 
0381. In step S1705, the server creates a bulletin board 
page Screen embedding link information (information about 
a storage location in the image folder) of the Selected image 
and proceeds to step S1706. Due to link information, a 
question and the Selected thumbnail image are displayed all 
together in question box 52B of FIG. 52. Link information 
is further embedded to the bulletin board page Screen in Such 
a way that, when the thumbnail image displayed in question 
box 52B is clicked on, the Server displays an image created 
by middle-sized image data. And further, when a middle 
sized image is clicked on in a State of the image created by 
middle-sized data being on display, link information is 
embedded to the bulletin board page Screen in Such a way 
that the Server displays an image created by image data 
(original data) of my album. 
0382. In step S1706, the server transmits data of the 
bulletin board page Screen embedding link information as 
explained before to the terminal of the Service user and a 
process of FIG. 53 is finished. Accordingly, a screen car 
rying the thumbnail image as shown in FIG. 52 is displayed 
on a monitor of the terminal. In this State, when the ques 
tioner clicks on (the Service user) underlined “Pose a ques 
tion', data of the question is transmitted from the questioner 
(the Service user) to the server. 
0383. When other service user views the question dis 
played in the bulletin board through a terminal, link infor 
mation linked to the thumbnail image data is included in data 
of the question, So the thumbnail image is displayed with the 
question. And then, when the thumbnail image is clicked on 
through a Screen of the terminal, an image created by 
middle-sized image data is displayed and, when the image 
created by middle-sized image data is clicked on, an image 
created by image data (original image) of my album is 
displayed on the Screen of the terminal respectively. 
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0384. In step S1707, the server conveys to the terminal of 
the Service user that the album hasn’t been registered and 
creates page Screen data including a message urging to 
register the album and then proceeds to step S1708 after 
transmitting data to the terminal of the Service user. Instep 
s1708, the server judges whether or not an instruction to 
create the album is received. The Server gives a positive 
judgment to step S1708 when data indicative of the instruc 
tion to register an image of an album is received and 
proceeds to step S1709, but when data isn't received yet, the 
Server gives a negative judgment to Step S1708 and proceeds 
to step S1710. 
0385) In step S1709, the server processes an album 
registration by uploading registered image data of the Ser 
vice user and proceeds to step S1703. In step S1710, the 
Server creates page Screen data notifying that an image 
cannot be displayed in the bulletin board and transmits data 
to the terminal of the service user and a process of FIG. 53 
is finished. 

0386. In step S1712 of FIG. 54, the server creates page 
Screen data including the message notifying that the image 
cannot be displayed in the bulletin board and transmits data 
to the terminal of the Service user and then proceeds to Step 
S1713. Accordingly, a page screen as shown in FIG. 55 is 
displayed on the monitor of the terminal of the Service user. 
The Service user can choose any of following three pro 
CCSSCS. 

0387 1. Click on “Put on view” button 55A on the 
Screen of FIG.55 and display an image in the board, 
putting the image on view. 

0388 2. Click on “Another choice” button 55B and 
display another image put on View in the board. 

0389) 3. Click on “Halt” button 55C, and halt to 
display an image in the board. 

0390. In step S1713, the server judges whether or not 
“Put on view” button 55A is clicked on. The server gives a 
positive judgment to step S1713 when button 55A is clicked 
on and proceeds to step S1714, but when button 55A isn't, 
the Server gives a negative judgment to Step S1713 and 
proceeds to step S1715. In step S1714, the server sets the 
selected image to be put on view and proceeds to step S1704 
of FIG. 53. In step S1715, the server judges whether or not 
“Another choice” button 55B is clicked on. The server gives 
a positive judgment to step S1715 when button 55B is 
clicked on and gets back to step S1702 of FIG. 53, but when 
button 55B isn’t, the server gives a negative judgment to 
step S1715 and proceeds to step S1716. 
0391) In step s1716, the serve judges whether or not 
“Halt” button 55C is clicked on. The server gives a positive 
judgment to step s1716 and processes of FIGS. 53 and 54 
are finished, but when button 55C isn’t, the server gives a 
negative judgment to Step S1716 and gets back to Step 
S1713. 

0392 Processes of FIGS. 53 and 54 enables the ques 
tioner to display an image registered onto an album in the 
bulletin board. More specifically, smaller thumbnail image 
data than original image data in a data Size is created from 
the original image registered onto the album and thumbnail 
image data is Stored onto a folder, but not the bulletin board 
Server nor a data Storage apparatus for the album and link 
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information about a Storage folder of the thumbnail image is 
caused to be embedded to the question to be written into the 
bulletin board. As a result, image data isn't Stored onto the 
bulletin board server, so a workload on the server can be 
held down. And further when the original image of the 
album is deleted, it is possible to keep on carrying an image 
in the bulletin board by means of thumbnail image data. 
0393. In the foregoing explanation so far, thumbnail 
image data is Stored onto the image folder different from the 
Storage area of writing data into the bulletin board and the 
data Storage area for the album and link information about 
an image folder Storing the thumbnail image is caused to be 
embedded to the question to be written into the bulletin 
board. Instead, thumbnail image data may be Stored onto the 
Storage area of writing data into the bulletin board with the 
question. Even in this case, when compared to copying and 
Storing original image data onto the Storage area of writing 
data into the bulletin board, a workload on the bulletin board 
server can be held down. 

0394. In the meanwhile, link information to the original 
image of the album is only embedded to the question to be 
written into the bulletin board, not by creating thumbnail 
image data at the beginning and then thumbnail image data 
is created when original image data is deleted and Stored 
onto the image folder different from the Storage area of 
Writing data into the bulletin board and the data Storage area 
for the album and link information embedded to the question 
may be rewritten So as to be linked to the image folder. 

0395 FIGS. 56 and 57 represent a flow chart explaining 
a processing flow of the foregoing. 

0396. As a process of step S1704 in FIG. 53 is changed 
to one of step S1704B, a process of FIG. 56 refers to step 
S1704B only. In step S1704B of FIG. 56, the server 
proceeds to step S1705, adding image data (original data) of 
my album corresponding to thumbnail image data Selected 
by a click on operation to information indicative of the 
thumbnail image being displayed in the bulletin board. The 
added information may be appended to a header in original 
image data or Stored onto my album in a State of corre 
sponding to this original image data. A process of FIG. 57 
Starts when the Server receives an instruction to delete my 
album or original image data Stored onto my album. In Step 
S1901 of FIG. 57, the server detects that image data to be 
deleted is displayed in the bulletin board and proceeds to 
step S1902. In step S1902, the server judges whether or not 
image data to be deleted is displayed in the bulletin board. 
The server gives a positive judgment to step S1902 when 
information indicative of image data being displayed in the 
board is added to image data and proceeds to step S1903, but 
when information indicative of image data being displayed 
in the board isn't, the server gives a negative to step S1902 
and a process of FIG. 57 is finished. In step S1903, the 
Server creates thumbnail image data of data Size of this 
image data being contracted and larger middle-sized image 
data than thumbnail image data in a data Size respectively 
and Stores these two image data onto a predetermined image 
folder together with this image data. In step S1904, the 
Server changes link information of image data embedded to 
the bulletin board page Screen from information indicative 
of a link to my album (original data) to information indica 
tive of a link to the image folder (thumbnail image data, 
middle-sized image data) and a process of FIG. 57 is 
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finished. Accordingly, even when original image data of my 
album is deleted, an image displayed in the bulletin board is 
hold on by thumbnail image data Stored in the image folder. 
0397 -Cause the Category of a Question in the Bulletin 
Board to be Identical with One of an Album 

0398. A category on a page screen of on-line album 5 as 
shown in FIG. 43 is caused to be identical with a category 
on a page screen of the bulletin board as shown in FIG. 52. 
For example, the album has the category Such as “Land 
scape”, “Night scene”, “Portrait” and so on. Further, this 
category “Landscape' is Subcategorized into “Hokkaido', 
“Tohoku”, “Kanto” and the like. In this case, the category of 
the bulletin board is classified into, for example, a category 
“Shooting information” and a subcategory “Hokkaido', 
“Tohoku' and so. FIG. 58(a) represents an example of a 
page Screen displaying a question classified as "Shooting 
information”—“Hokkaido” in the bulletin board. FIG.58(a) 
displays the category "Shooting information' and the Sub 
category “Hokkaido”, “Tohoku”, “Kanto” and soon towards 
the left Side on the Screen. At the center of the Screen, Several 
questions classified into “Hokkaido” are displayed orderly. 
What an expert answers the question is represented by a 
number of an answer against the question at the right Side of 
the Screen. At the upper right position, information about a 
link to on-line album 5, information about a link to a page 
of a category “Landscape' in the album and a Subcategory 
“Hokkaido” in the album are embedded respectively. 
0399. When the service user clicks on underlined 
“Album', a top page Screen of on-line album 5 is displayed 
on a monitor of a Service user's terminal. Also, when the 
Service user clicks on underlined “Landscape', a page Screen 
of a category “Landscape” in the album is displayed on the 
monitor of the terminal. And further, when the service user 
clicks on underlined “Hokkaido’, a page Screen of a Sub 
category “Hokkaido” in the album is displayed on the 
monitor of the terminal. 

0400 FIG. 58(b) represents an example of a page screen 
displaying an image created by image data registered onto 
the album classified into “Landscape” “Hokkaido” in on 
line album 5. FIG. 58(b) displays a category “Landscape” 
and Subcategory “Hokkaido”, “Tohoku”, “Kanto” and so on 
towards the left Side on the Screen. At the center, images that 
are created by image data classified into “Hokkaido” are 
displayed in order. At the upper right position, information 
about a link to a top page of the bulletin board, information 
about a link to a category "Shooting information' page of 
the bulletin board and information about a link to a Subcat 
egory “Hokkaido' page of the bulletin board are embedded 
respectively. 

04.01. When the service user clicks on underlined “Bul 
letin board', a top page Screen of the bulletin board is 
displayed on a monitor of a Service user's terminal. Also, 
when the service user clicks on underlined “Shooting infor 
mation', a page Screen of a category "Shooting information' 
in the bulletin board is displayed on the monitor of the 
terminal. And further, when the Service user clicks on 
underlined “Hokkaido’, a page Screen of a Subcategory 
“Hokkaido” in the bulletin board is displayed on the monitor 
of the terminal. It is Supposed that if the Service user views 
an image on a “Hokkaido' page in the album and finds out 
a favorite image, the Service user wishes to know more about 
where, when and how this image was photographed in 
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Hokkaido. In this case, the category of a question in the 
bulletin board is in agreement with one of the album and link 
information is also embedded, So the Service user can easily 
View the corresponding pages displayed in the bulletin board 
without fail. 

0402 -Display a Category of the Bulletin Board Falling 
Under an Entered Name of a Place 

0403 FIG. 59 represents a flow chart explaining how a 
Search command is processed by the Sever of the Service 
provider. A process of FIG. 59 starts up when search button 
52F is clicked on through a page screen of the bulletin board 
as shown in FIG. 52. A service user enters a search word into 
search word box 52E and clicks on Search button 52F. 

0404 In step S2601 of FIG. 59, the server searches for a 
word fitting into the Search word among all writings entered 
in the bulletin board and proceeds to step S2602. In step 
S2602, the server judges whether or not there are any of 
Writings that fit into the Search word. The Server gives a 
positive judgment to step S2602 when there are any of 
Writings fitting into the Search word and proceeds to Step 
S2607, but when there arent, the server gives a negative 
judgment to step S2602 and proceeds to steps2603. In step 
S2603, the server searches for a keyword fitting into the 
Search word among the keywords registered into the Server 
beforehand and proceeds to step S2604. The keyword is a 
word that is registered corresponding to the category of the 
bulletin board and, for instance, the keyword such as “Tokyo 
tower”, “Diet building”, “Shibuya”, “Yokohama port” and 
the like is registered by being related to the category 
“Kanto” of the bulletin board. And the keyword such as 
“Osaka castle”, “Kansai Airport”, “Kobe port” and so on is 
also registered by being related to a category "Kansai' of the 
bulletin board. 

0405. In step S2604, the server judges whether or not a 
there is a keyword fitting into a Search word. The Server 
gives a positive judgment to step S2604 when there is the 
keyword and proceeds to step S2606, but when there is no 
keyword, the Server gives a negative judgment to Step S2604 
and proceeds to step S2605. In step S2606, the server jumps 
to a category page related to the keyword in the bulletin 
board. For example, when a search word is “Shibuya', the 
Server jumps to a bulletin board page of a category “Kanto' 
related to the keyword “Shibuya”. The server displays the 
bulletin board page of the category “Kanto” on the terminal 
of the service user and a process of FIG. 59 is finished. 
0406. In step S2605, the server causes the page screen of 
the bulletin board of FIG. 52 with a message urging the 
Service user to change a Search word to be displayed again 
on the terminal of the Service user Since there is neither 
Writing nor a category of the bulletin board relating to the 
search word. The server jumps to the page of FIG. 52 and 
a process of FIG. 52 is finished. 
0407. In step S2607, the server creates a page screen (not 
shown) extracting writing of the bulletin board that the 
search word has a hit and proceeds to step S2608. In step 
S2608, the server transmits the created page screen to the 
terminal of the service user and a process of FIG. 59 is 
finished. According to the foregoing bulletin board Service 
with content of this embodiment, a following effect can be 
obtained. 

0408 (1) An image put on view in the album reg 
istered by a questioner (a Service user) can be 
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displayed in the bulletin board with attachment to a 
question, So the image makes the question more 
easily understood than a description only. 

04.09 (2) To display an image in the bulletin board, 
a thumbnail image with Smaller image data in com 
parison to original image data is created from the 
original image registered in the album and a thumb 
nail image is stored onto a folder different from the 
bulletin board Server and the data Storage apparatus 
for the album and information of a link to the folder 
Storing thumbnail image is embedded to the question 
to be entered in the bulletin board. As a result, image 
data isn't Stored into the Server, So an initial work 
load on the server can be held down and further the 
Server permits to keep on displaying the image in the 
bulletin board with thumbnail image data even when 
an original image of the album is deleted. 

0410 (3) When a thumbnail image clicked on by a 
questioner (a Service user) to display in the bulletin 
board is private (a positive judgment of step S1711), 
the Service user is caused to be notified that as the 
Selected image is private, the image cannot be dis 
played in the bulletin board. Thus, a wrong display 
of the private image in the bulletin board can be 
avoided. 

0411 (4) A category of a question in the bulletin 
board is caused to be identical with one of the album 
and information of a link is caused to be embedded 
to each of pages of the bulletin board and album 
respectively. Therefore, when a questioner (a Service 
user) browses images displayed on the page of 
“Hokkaido' of the album, finds out a favorite image 
and then wants to know more specifically about 
where, when and how this image was taken, a page 
of the corresponding question displayed in the bul 
letin board can be readily found out without fail. 

0412 (5) When search button 52F of the page screen 
(FIG. 52) of the bulletin board is clicked on, a word 
that fits into the Search word entered into Search 
word box 52E is searched for from all writing of the 
bulletin board and when there is writing that the 
Search word has a hit, this writing is extracted and 
the extracted writing is displayed on a terminal. On 
the other hand, when there is no writing that the 
Search word has a hit, whether or not a plurality of 
registered keywords beforehand is fit into by the 
Search word is Searched for and a page of a category 
related to the hit keyword is displayed on the termi 
nal. Accordingly, even when writing fitting into the 
search word is not available, the bulletin board of a 
category relatively similar to the Search word is 
automatically displayed on the terminal, So an ease 
of-use bulletin board for a service user can be 
provided. 

0413 -Search Function 
0414. In a screen of web top page 10 as shown in FIG. 
3 and a top page Screen of each category of website content 
as shown in FIGS. 4, 5, 21, 43 and so, link button 31 linking 
to "Search' page that performs a Site Search is provided. 
When a service user clicks on button 31, the server transmits 
page data for a display to a terminal of the Service user and 
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has a Search page Screen as shown in FIG. 60 displayed on 
a monitor of the terminal. In FIG. 60, search document 
writing box 60A, search word writing box 60B, search range 
checkbox 60C and search button 60D are provided. 

0415. The server searches for what a search document 
written in search document writing box 60A or a search 
word written in search word box 60B has a hit within a range 
of content ticked through search range checkbox 60C. FIG. 
61 represents a flow chart explaining a flow of a Search 
proceSS performed by the Server of the Service provider. A 
process of FIG. 61 starts up when search button 60D is 
clicked on. 

0416) In steps2701 of FIG. 61, the server judges whether 
or not a Search is a natural language Search. The Server 
regards the Search as the natural language Search when there 
is writing in Search document writing box 60A and proceeds 
to step S2702, giving a positive judgment to step S2701. On 
the other hand, when there is no writing in Search document 
box 60A and there is writing in search word box 60B, the 
Search is regarded as a word Search and the Server proceeds 
to step S2703, giving a negative judgment to step S2701. 

0417. In step S2702, the server analyzes a search text and 
proceeds to step S2703. The analysis is a pre-process for 
performing a well-known text Search by means of the Search 
text. In step S2703, the server searches for any of words 
included in page Screens registered in the content Specified 
through Search range checkbox 60C and proceeds to Step 
S2704. In step S2704, the server judges whether or not a 
Search within the specified search range is finished. The 
Server proceeds to Step S2705, giving a positive judgment to 
step S2704 when the search is finished. When the search 
isn't finished, the Server gives a negative judgment to Step 
S2704 and gets back to step S2703 and a search process is 
continued. 

0418. In step S2705, the server gives a positive judgment 
to step S2705 when search range checkbox 60C has been 
ticked several times and proceeds to step S2706, but when 
checkbox 60C hasn't been ticked several times, the server 
proceeds to Step S2707, giving a negative judgment to Step 
S2705. In step S2706, the server rearranges what the search 
has a hit per the Search range (per each of content) and 
creates a Search result page Screen showing the Search result 
per each of content and then proceeds to step S2708. In step 
S2708, the server transmits data of the search result page 
Screen to a terminal of a Service user and a process of FIG. 
61 is finished. Accordingly, a Screen of the Search result as 
shown in FIG. 62(a) is displayed on a monitor of the service 
user's terminal. 

0419. In the search result page screen of FIG. 62(a), a 
number of hit every each of content is displayed. Every top 
five in the hit rank is displayed on each of content in 
decreasing order of Similarity among Search String and text. 
Every number of hit is displayed on content with less than 
five hits display and when there is no hit, message data (not 
shown) notifying that the number of hit is 0 is displayed. 
And button 62A for executing a “Display every number” is 
also provided and when button 62A is clicked on, the server 
displays not only the top five with more than six hits but also 
every number of hit on content. 
0420. In step S2707, the server transmits data of the 
Search result page Screen to the terminal of the Service user 
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and A process of FIG. 61 is finished. Thus, the search result 
screen as represented in FIG. 62(b) is displayed on the 
monitor of the terminal. 

0421 AS represented in FIG. 62(b), a number of hit on 
Specified content is displayed and more Specifically, top 
twenty in the hit rank is displayed in order of Similarity 
among Search String and texts. When the number of hit is 
less than 20 hits, every number of hits is displayed and if the 
number is 0, a message (not shown) saying that there is no 
hit is displayed. In a process of FIG. 61, a display of a 
number of hits per each of content is caused to be up to the 
top five in the hit rank per content when a Search range 
extends over a plurality of content (a positive judgment in 
step S2705) and up to the top twenty of content in the hit 
rank when the Search range is limited to the Single content 
category (a negative judgment in step S2705). An upper 
limit for displaying the number of hit may vary per a 
category of content or a number of a category of content 
where Search range of the category of content overlaps. For 
example, when a number of a tick performed in Search range 
checkbox 60C is 1, the upper limit for displaying the number 
of hits is the top twenty and in the case of two ticks, the 
upper limit for displaying the number of hit is Set at ten per 
Single content and in the event of three ticks, the upper limit 
is Set at Seven per Single content. 
0422 
0423 Content of a website in accordance with this 
embodiment is to provide information or a Service about a 
camera and a camera-related thing. For instance, when a 
camera model name is displayed on the page Screen of the 
bulletin board, this camera model name is regarded as the 
search word and then a search process is performed. FIG. 63 
represents an example of a page Screen introducing the 
expert. Herein, the model name is introduced as “Owned 
camera'. In the example of FIG. 63, the camera model name 
like “FA' and FO’ is displayed. Display data is configured 
in Such a way that the letters of these model names can be 
clicked on. 

0424 FIG. 64 represents a flow chart explaining a flow 
of a Search process executed by the Server of the Service 
provider. A process o FIG. 64 starts up when any of the 
model name “F A' or F is clicked on and data of a 
clicking is received by the server. In step S2801, the server 
gets access to a database and checks out whether a clicked 
model name is registered onto the database and then pro 
ceeds to step S2802. This embodiment provides the service 
about a camera, So camera data in general has been Stored in 
the database by the service provider. In step S2802, the 
Server judges whether or not a clicked model name is 
registered. The Server gives a positive judgment to Step 
S2802 when the model name is registered and proceeds to 
step S2803, but when the name isn’t, the server gives a 
negative judgment to Step S2802 and proceeds to Step 
S2806. 

0425. In step S2803, the server regards the model name 
as the Search word and then Searches through all content 
Such as all-new information, product information, a Service 
Support, an on-line Shop, a community, a bulletin board and 
so and proceeds to step S2804. In step S2804, the server 
judges whether or not the Search within the Search range is 
finished. The server gives a positive judgment to step S2804 
when the search is finished and proceeds to step S2805. On 
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the other hand, when the Search isn’t, the Server gives a 
negative judgment to Step S2804 and then a Search proceSS 
is continued, getting back to step S2803. 
0426 In step S2805, the server rearranges what the 
Search has a hit every the Search range (every each of 
content) and creates a Search result page Screen showing the 
Search result every each of content and then proceeds to Step 
S2809. Instep S2809, the server transmits data of the search 
result page Screen to a terminal of a Service user and a 
process of FIG. 64 is finished. Accordingly, the same search 
result screen as shown in FIG. 62(a) is displayed on a 
monitor of the Service user's terminal. 

0427 Similarly as shown in FIG. 62(a), a number of hit 
every each of content is displayed on the Search result page 
Screen and top five in the hit rank in decreasing order of 
Similarity to the clicked model name is displayed on each of 
content. Content with less than five hits displays every 
number of hit and when there is no hit, message data (not 
shown) notifying that the number of hit is 0 is displayed. 
And button 62A for executing a “Display every number” is 
also provided. 

0428. In step S2806, the server regards the clicked model 
name as the Search word and Searches through content 
category Such as a community and bulletin board and then 
proceeds to step S2807. When a negative judgment is made 
in step S2802, the model of this name is a camera that the 
Service provider has not dealt So far. In this case, as there is 
no hit even if all-new information, product information, a 
Service Support and on-line Shop are Searched, the Search 
into these content is omitted. In step S2807, the server 
judges whether or not the Search within the Search range is 
finished. When the search is finished, the server gives a 
positive judgment to step S2807 and proceeds to step S2808. 
On the other hand, when the Search isn’t, the Server gets 
back to Step S2806, giving a negative judgment to Step 
S2807 and a search process is continued. 
0429. In step S2808, the server rearranges what the 
Search has a hit every the Search range (every each of 
content) and creates a Search result page Screen showing the 
Search result every each of content and then proceeds to Step 
S2809. In this case, as a number of content to be searched 
are not many, the Search result is displayed in Such a way 
that every top ten in the hit rank per each of content is 
displayed in decreasing order of Similarity to the clicked 
model name. 

0430 -Related Search 
0431. With regard to a page screen the service user views, 
a character string and text written in HTML (Hyper Text 
Markup Language) for a web document text language are 
extracted and the extracted character String and text are 
Searched for from each of content. For example, a case that 
a Service user views a page Screen introducing product 
information as shown in FIG. 65 will be explained as an 
example. In FIG. 65, information about a camera named as 
FA is introduced. “Related search” button 65 is displayed in 
the lower right hand of a page Screen. When describing this 
page screen in HTML file, in addition to a description for 
locating “Related search” button 65A, the page is described 
in such a way that, when button 65A is clicked on, a title 
string that is caught in between title tags (<TITLEZz/ 
TITLED) is extracted as a Search String. A character String or 
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a text that is caught in between Specially made Search tags 
(e.g. <!-SEARCH CONTEXT ><!-SEARCH CON 
TEXT >) may be described. The character string or the 
text caught in between the search tags (<!-SEARCH CON 
TEXT-><!-SEARCH CONTEXT >) is extracted as the 
Search String or the text. In this case, a HTML tag is 
excluded from the search word. 

0432. Further, besides the character string or the text 
actually displayed on the page Screen, a character String or 
a text specially created for use as the Search String may be 
described by embedding it into ****** in <META HTTP 
WQUIV="Keywords"CONTENT=*******">. 

0433. The character strign or the text that is embedded 
into ****** and then described is extracted as the search 
String or the text. 
0434 FIG. 66 represents a flow chart explaining a flow 
of a Search proceSS performed by the Server of the Service 
provider. A process of FIG. 66 starts up when “Related 
search” button 65A on the page screen of FIG. 65 is clicked 
on. In step S2901, the server extracts the character string or 
the text represented by the foregoing tags on the page Screen 
and proceeds to step S2902. In step S2902, the server 
Searches through each of content by regarding the extracted 
character String or text as the Search String. On this occasion, 
the page Screen now on view is not a target for a Search. 
0435. In step s2903, the server judges whether or not the 
Search is finished. The Server gives a positive judgment to 
step S2903 when the search is finished and proceeds to step 
S2904, but when the search isn’t, the server gives a negative 
judgment to Step S2903 and the Search is continued, getting 
back to step S2902. 
0436. In step S2904, the server rearranges what the 
Search has a hit every each of content and proceeds to Step 
S2905, creating a Search result page Screen displaying a 
search result per each of content. In step S2905, the server 
transmits data of the Search result page Screen to a terminal 
of the service user and a process of FIG. 66 is finished. 
Accordingly, the same Search result Screen as in FIG. 62(a) 
is displayed on a monitor of the Service user's terminal. 

0437 AS same as in FIG. 62(a), the search result page 
Screen displays a number of hit every each of content and top 
five in the hit rank in decreasing order of Similarity to the 
Search String or the text is displayed on each of content. 
Content with less than five hits display every number of hit 
on the content and when the number of hit is 0, a message 
notifying that there is no hit is displayed. And "Display 
every hit” button 62A for causing to display every hit on 
content with more than Six hits is provided. 

0438) 
0439. In a page screen of FIG. 63 introducing informa 
tion about an expert, “Related expert search” button 63A is 
provided in the lower hand of the page Screen. 

0440 When describing this page screen in HTML file, in 
addition to a description for locating “Related expert Search' 
button 63A, a shooting field that an expert is good at and an 
expert's own camera model name may be described by 
catching them between Specially provided tags So as to 
regard character Strings described in boxes of the shooting 
field and the expert's model name as Search Strings. 
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0441 FIG. 67 represents a flow chart explaining a flow 
of a Search proceSS performed by the Server of the Service 
user. A process of FIG. 67 starts up when “Related expert 
search” button 63A on the page screen of FIG. 63 is clicked 
on. In step S3001, the server extracts the character string or 
the text represented by the tags on the displayed page Screen 
and proceeds to step S3002. In step S3002, the server 
Searches through a database Storing information about an 
expert by regarding the extracted character String or text as 
the Search String. On this occasion, the page Screen now on 
View is not a target of a Search. 
0442. In step S3003, the server judges whether or not the 
Search is finished. The Server gives a positive judgment to 
step S3003 when the search of all information about an 
expert is finished and proceeds to step S3004, but when the 
Search isn’t, the Server gives a negative judgment to Step 
S3003 and the search is continued, getting back to step 
S30O2. 

0443) In step S3004, the server rearranges what the 
Search has a hit in order of rating and proceeds to Step 
S3005, creating a Search result page Screen displaying the 
Search result in order of a rating. The Server transmits data 
of the Search result page Screen to a terminal of a Service user 
and the process of FIG. 67 is finished. Accordingly, the 
Search result Screen is displayed on a monitor of the Service 
user's terminal. The rating is that, for instance, a Service user 
with a lot of points and well reputations earned from 
questioners is highly rated, but a Service user with low points 
and bad reputations from questioners is lowly rated on a 
Scale of the point and the reputation. The higher ranked 
expert a questioner Selects, the more likely it is possible to 
get a Satisfied answer. 
0444 According to the search performed on content of 
this embodiment, a following effect will be gained. 

04:45 (1) With regard to the search text written into 
search text writing box 60A or the search word 
written into search word writing box 60B, the search 
is performed within a ticked range in Search range 
checkbox 60C. When searching through a plurality 
of content and displaying the number of hit every 
each of content, the top five in the hit rank is 
displayed in order of Similarity among the Search 
Strings or the texts on each of content and further 
when button 62A to display every hit is clicked on, 
every hit is displayed on content with more than Six 
hits. Thus, the Service user can check out what each 
of content has a hit without Scrolling a display 
SCCC. 

0446 (2) When the camera model name is displayed 
on the page screen (FIG. 63) of the bulletin board, 
the Search process is performed, regarding the model 
name as the search word. Content for the website 
service of this embodiment provides information and 
the Service about a camera and camera-related 
things, So a more useful Search Service can be 
available for the service user. 

0447 (3) In the page screen (FIG. 65) introducing 
product information, the Service provider describes 
the Search Strings relating to the description of this 
page screen beforehand in HTML file and a click 
operation of “Related search” button 65A provided 
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on the page Screen by the Service user activates the 
Search with no need to enter the Search Strings. 
Therefore, the Service user can perform a Search 
relating to the page Screen now on view (now being 
displayed) rapidly. 

0448 (4) In the page screen (FIG. 63) introducing 
information about an expert, the Service provider 
describes the Search Strings relating to the descrip 
tion of the page screen beforehand in HTML file and 
a click operation of “Related expert search” button 
63A provided on the page Screen by the Service user 
activates the Search with no need to enter the Search 
Strings. Therefore, the Service user can rapidly Search 
for another expert who has the same shooting field or 
the same camera model as an expert now on view 
(now being displayed). 

0449 The search string, in addition to the foregoing, may 
be described in HTML file by way of catching a text between 
body tags (<BODY></BODY>) or making all the words in 
HTML page subject to the search. When all the words are 
Subject to the Search, it should be noted that the Search might 
bring increase in a noise (a great number of hits beyond a 
reasonable level). And, a description of the Search Strings 
may be changed per page. For instance, a page of content 
describing “Product information” makes the Search String 
caught between the title tags Subject to the Search and a page 
describing “Article' makes the Search String caught between 
the title tags and the text caught between the body tags 
Subject to the Search. 
0450 Availability of Industrial Use 
0451 A service provider provides a web service such as 
an electric shopping Service, a website Search Service and an 
electric bulletin board Service and a Service user receives the 
Service via a terminal connectable to the Internet. The 
Service user works, in addition to a personal computer, a 
cellular phone, a PDA (Personal Digital Assistance or Assis 
tant) and the like. Other than an electric Shop dealing with 
a camera-related things, merchandise dealt in by a electric 
shop Such as a vehicle, an electric appliance and Sports 
goods electric Shop is not limited to a vehicle, a home 
electric appliance and a Sports goods and much more than 
these. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for providing an electric shop using a 

network comprising: 
a step to transmit information in order to Solicit a purchase 

will of merchandise to a terminal of a user via a 
network, 

a Step to receive purchase information indicative of a 
purchase will of a commodity Sent from the terminal of 
the user via the network; 

a step to calculate a quantity of Stock of the commodity in 
response to received purchase information by way of a 
computer, and 

a step to transmit information about an out-of-Stock of the 
commodity to the terminal of the user having transmit 
ted purchase information via the network when the 
quantity of Stock of the commodity is below a given 
quantity. 
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2. The method for providing the electric shop using a 
network Set forth in claim 1, wherein purchase information 
indicative of the purchase is transmitted from the terminal of 
the user when putting the commodity into an electric shop 
ping cart. 

3. A method for providing an electric shop using a 
network comprising: 

a Step to transmit information in order to Solicit a purchase 
will of merchandise to a terminal of a user via a 
network; 

a step to receive purchase information indicative of a 
purchase will of a commodity Sent from the terminal of 
the user via a network; 

a step to calculate a quantity of Stock of the commodity in 
response to received purchase information by way of a 
computer, 

a step to detect whether or not the quantity of Stock of the 
commodity becomes below a first given quantity by a 
computer, and 

a step to transmit information indicating that the quantity 
of stock of the commodity becomes below the given 
quantity to the terminal of the manager of merchandise 
via the network when it is detected that the quantity of 
stock of the commodity becomes below the first given 
quantity for the first time Since a given time. 

4. The method for providing the electric shop using a 
network Set forth in claim 3, wherein a computer detects 
whether or not the quantity of stock of the commodity 
becomes below a Smaller Second given quantity than the first 
given quantity and every time the computer detects that the 
quantity of Stock becomes below the Second given quantity, 
information that the quantity of Stock of the commodity 
becomes below the Second given quantity is transmitted to 
the terminal of the manager of the merchandise. 

5. The method for providing the electric shop using a 
network set forth in any of claim 3 or 4, 

wherein transmission to the terminal of the manager is 
executed by electric mail. 

6. The method for providing the electric Shop using a 
network set forth in any of claim 1-5, 

wherein the electric shop is run on a website. 
7. A method for providing an electric shop using a 

network comprising; 

a step to receive information demanding transmission of 
Stock management information from a terminal of a 
Stock manager of merchandise via a network; 

a Step to transmit Stock management information for 
entering a fluctuation of the quantity of Stock per each 
commodity to a terminal of the Stock manager via a 
network; 

a step to receive information about the fluctuation of the 
quantity of Stock of a commodity from the terminal of 
the Stock manager via a network, and 

a step to calculate a quantity of Stock of the commodity 
based upon received information about the fluctuation 
of the quantity of Stock by a computer. 

8. The method for providing the electric shop using a 
network Set forth in claim 7, wherein a quantity of Stock is 
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calculated by adding the received fluctuation of the quantity 
of Stock to a quantity of Stock preceding the received 
fluctuation. 

9. The method for providing the electric shop using a 
network set forth in any of claim 7 or 8, 

wherein it is checked whether or not the quantity of Stock 
becomes below a first given quantity and when the 
quantity of Stock becomes below the first given quan 
tity for the first time since a given time, information of 
a Stock of the commodity being reduced is transmitted 
to the terminal of the Stock manager. 

10. The method for providing the electric shop using a 
network set forth in claim 9, wherein it is checked whether 
or not the quantity of Stock become below a Smaller Second 
given quantity than the first given quantity and every time it 
is detected that the quantity of Stock becomes below the 
Second given quantity, information indicating that the com 
modity is out-of-Stock is transmitted to the terminal of the 
Stock manager. 

11. The method for providing the electric shop using a 
network set forth in claim 10, wherein, when the quantity of 
Stock is below the Second given quantity, information indica 
tive of an out-of-stock of the commodity is be transmitted to 
a terminal of a user in response to information about a 
purchase will of the commodity sent from the terminal of the 
USC. 

12. The method for providing the electric shop using a 
network Set forth in claim 7, wherein a quantity of Stock is 
calculated per the given commodities and it is checked 
whether or not the quantity of stock becomes below 0; and 

(1) information about commodity in response to demand 
for information about the commodity sent from a 
terminal of a user is transmitted to a terminal of a user 
when the quantity of stock does not become below 0; 
and 

(2) transmission of information about the commodity is 
halted when the quantity of stock becomes below 0. 

13. A method for providing an electric shop using a 
network comprising: 

a step to Store merchandise information about a plurality 
of commodities and various kinds of measures to be 
executed by a computer when a quantity of Stock of per 
commodities becomes below a given quantity onto a 
memory; 

a step to Set a measure per commodities out of various 
kinds of measures, 

a Step to Store a measure Set per commodities onto a 
memory by being corresponded to per commodities, 

a step to detect a quantity of Stock of a commodity; and 
a step to execute a measure applied to the commodity by 

the computer when the quantity of Stock of the com 
modity becomes below the given quantity. 

14. The method for providing the electric shop using a 
network set forth in claim 13, wherein the measure is to halt 
providing merchandise information. 

15. The method for providing the electric shop set forth in 
claim 13, wherein the measure is to present information 
indicative of an out-of-Stock together with merchandise 
information. 








